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VORSIS VP -8 IS THE BEST

AUDIO PROCESSOR FOR UNDER S3K. PE
ne Vorsis VP -8 Digital Audio PtoL,ebsur delivtrb clean detailed

sound at a great price. In fact, you can easily spend two to three
times more and still not match the VP -8's performance.

Installation and setup takes only minutes. The VP -8 is loaded and
ready to go for FM, AM, FM -HD, AM -HD, streaming, and studio
processing. It's great sounding presets are carefully tailored for your
format and media. No need to spend endless hours tweaking, the
VP -8 will make your station sound great, right out of the box.

For FM stations, expect a sound that easily holds its own with your
high -power major market competitors. Listeners comment that with
the VP -8 they now hear the rest of the music! AM stations often
experience a dramatic increase in coverage area along with greatly
improved intelligibility and sound quality.

The VP -8 is also ideal for streaming audio, studio processing, as a
versatile backup processor or as an STL protection limiter.
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RIOD
.,curse, if tweaking is your thing, VP -8 lets you under the hood

with a complete toolset - in the VP -8, nothing is hidden. With its
4 -band AGC/compressor and 8 -band limiter, the VP -8 boasts more
bands than any other processor in its price range to give you a very
clean, loud, competitive sound that doesn't destroy the music.

It also includes features rarely found even on top -of -the -line
processors: a reference -grade stereo encoder for FM, built-in test
oscillator, diversity delay, multi -point headphone monitoring, and
extensive metering.

The bottom line? The Vorsis VP -8 gives nye bang per buck than
any other audio processor in its class (and then some). And since
Vorsis is designed and built by Wheatstone here in the US, ya
know it'll hold up and be supported 24/7 for years and years.

Intrigued? Call us or visit us on the web to learn more or set up a dern^
You'll be happy you did. Vorsis-more listeners listening more.

Radio has evolved. Your sound should too.TM

phone 1.252.638-7000 I www.vorsis.com j sales@wheatstone.com
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The new iMediaTouch Version 4.0 is here.
New Graphical User Interface New Features Improved Functionality

Please come visit us at the 2010 NAB show in Las Vegas - Booth C1054

iMediaTouch
Contact our sales department today

at 888-665-0501 or via email at
sales@imediatoJch.com

Watch a video demo of
iMediaTouch 4.0 it action!
www.imediatouch.com technologies
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STL and Audio Distribution

$1,395
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Low cost IP audio STLs and
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and audio distribution

A Tieline Codec for every Occasion
Not sure which to choose? Visit www.tieline.com/videos

Remote Broadcasting and Newsgathering
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i-Mix G3
Commentary mixer codec with

IP/3G, POTS, ISDN. X.21, GSM,
satellite for live sports and events
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800-950-0750

Report -IT Live
Make live broadcasts from your

iPhone- to a studio Tieline Codec
with the Report -IT Live APP
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What's showing?
T. NAB Show is a big event. There's lots of activity on the exhibit

floor, usually some stimulating ideas in the sessions, and always
something to do in the evenings. If you will attend the convention, I

hope you have started planning your time there. There's too much going on
to just coast through. So what will this year bring? Here's what I expect will
be getting the most attention during the week.

I know you're not surprised that HD Radio is going
to be a popular topic. Now that increased digital

' sideband power has been approved, stations

that put HD Radio installations on hold can move
forward. We have already seen transmitters with
smaller footprints, and some techniques on squeez-
ing more power out of them have been developed.
I also expect the combiner manufacturers will see
some interest from stations that want to increase the
digital power of existing installations.

Radio is a mobile medium in itself, but other new
mobile technologies are in the hands of consumers

Your Story Is Out There.
Grab It LIVE with ACCESS!
It isn't every day you can broadcast your morning commute. And as far as we
know, it's even more rare to broadcast from a bicycle. But that's just what Radio
3FM DJ Giel Beelen did on his 48 -kilometer morning commute from Harlem to
Hilversum in the Netherlands. How did he do it AND provide audio that's so good
it sounds like he was right in the studio? He used ACCESS from Comrex.

Whether it's traveling to work or traveling to cover breaking news, you can always
be where the story is. And you don't need a full crew to grab it. Wherever you are,
you can be live on the air, creating pinpoint, relevant programming that keeps an
ever-growing number of listeners glued to their radios.

ACCESS PORTABLE lets you send studio -quality live audio, real time to an
ACCESS RACK at your studio over POTS, DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular
(EVDO/UMTS), 4G WiMax, satellite and more to make any remote
broadcast really stand out.

There's nothing more immediate than local- connect with your audience
from anywhere with the easy to use, handheld ACCESS PORTABLE!

www.comrex.com

IP  3G  W. F,  AG  BGAN VSAT  PSTN  DSL

161CC.S,S>
STEREO BRIC IP CODEC

E ULT1M R
REMOTE BROADCAST

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717  Toll Free: 800-237-1776  e-mail: info@comrex.com



as well. Look for plenty of apps for radio stations
scattered throughout the exhibit floor. In addition,
automation manufacturers are enhancing their
methods of uploading mobile content and con-
trolling their systems from handheld devices, and
codec manufacturers are adding apps to transmit
audio, too. Also look for ways to enhance your
station's mobile streams.

You can't get away from IP audio today. It's being
used within facilities and to send audio to and
from the studio. There will be more refinements and
enhancement on the various uses of IP audio. Also
look for more ways to connect various elements
of the facility via IP, although we still have to wait
a while before various IP audio routing systems
will be able to communicate directly.

Emergency alerting is an omnipresent topic that
continues to be a focus. While the specifics of
the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) are not yet
available, broadcasters are waiting for the day
when FEMA will trigger the countdown clock. In
the meantime, EAS equipment manufacturers are
working as far ahead as they can even though
CAP specifics are not yet completely available.

A good overview of new technology at the show
will be revealed in our annual Pick Hit awards.
Created in 1980, this prestigious list - chosen by
a group of radio engineers and not the magazin.

VIEWPOINT
staff - highlights the top 15 new products from tne
convention. The recipients will be selec'ed at the
convention, so look for the Pick Hits signs o appear
late on Wednesday afternoon at the convention.

Attendance predictions are common sport leading
up to the convention. I expect that attendance will
be flat if not slightly lower than last year. We are
all aware of the current economic situation, and
many travel budgets set several months ago will
affect the numbers. While indications of recovery
are being seen and radio forecasts are looking up,
the budget cuts from last fall are likely to still be
affected. However, it appears that hotel rates are
more affordable than ever. It might be worth another

look to see if costs can fit a reduced budget.
What's going to be out this year? While ponder ng

this, I remembered that it was about 10 years cgo
when we noticed there were no cart machines being
displayed on the convention floor. What's next in 'ine
to be retired? With the proliferation of IP audio, same
technologies could be on their way to the extinction
list, such as ISDN codecs and TDM-based routers.
They're not crne yet, but they could be close.

I'll see y( Las Vegas.
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Third -adjacent
protection review By Jeremy Ruck, PE

0 ne of the hallmark missions of the FCC is to promote the use of the radio

spectrum; the corollary is that it ends up being a traffic cop in order to
eliminate interference, or perhaps reducing interference. Throughout the

history of broadcasting, the regulations defining the phenomenon of interference have

morphed. Sometimes the more things change the more they stay the same.
When FM service was in its earlier days the landscape was different. Receiv-

ers were not overly sensitive on the extraordinarily high frequencies around
100MHz, and problems on second- and third -adjacent channels just did not
seem to be a big deal. AM was universally accepted as the king, FM station

density was low, and that new -(angled FM stuff
was still just a curiosity. One of the results was
the lack of second- and third -adjacent channel
interference protection.

This archaic situation remains today in some in-
stances, and is coming full circle in others. The earlier

lack of protections (among other things) is the genesis

of Section 72.213 of theCommission's Rules, pertain-

ing to grandfathered situations. Prior to November
1964, spacings for second- and
third -adjacent facilities were not

considered. These stations,
usually clustered

 60 dBu F(50,50)
Service Contour

 80 dBu F(50,10)
Interference Contour

 100 dBu F(50.10)
Interference Contour

 Formerly Prohibited
Contour Overlap

30 5 km Rabin

With the old spacing table anomaly, two second -adjacent FM
facilities would nearly always fail contour protection by a wide
margin even though 73.207 spacings were slightly short, met
or exceeded. These situations were rectified by changing U/D
ratio from +20dB to +40dB for second -adjacent situations.

around large_ ; ii.;_rlopolit(:;. areas, find themselves in
situations where they are grossly short -spaced with
regard to other facilities of the same vintage. Due

to the grandfathering under this provision, these sta-
tions are permitted to relocate relative to each other

without having to consider the current second- and
third -adjacent spacing norms. Stations authorized
after this time frame, however, must be protected
and similarly must protect the older guys.

As the receiver technology improved and station
density increased, protection out to third -adjacent
channels started to become a concern. The spacing
tables were subsequently modified several times,
and thud -adjacent protection became enshrined.
That is until the past few years.

What's ahead
One issue that started the downfall of third -adjacent

protections is the anomalous 73.207 spacing table.
This anomaly was manifest in second -adjacent situ-
ations, and resulted (in most cases) in the inability
to utilize contour protection. To correct the anomaly
two corrective, paths could have been taken.

The first would have been to revise the spacing
table, resulting in the creation of numerous short
spacings and the neutering of any future relocation
potential. Sagely, the Commission chose the sec-
ond path, which was to loosen the second -adjacent
U/D protection ratio from +20dB to +40dB due
to receiver technology. Interestingly enough this
patch was initially only applied to allocations in
the non -reserved (commercial) portion of the band.
A couple of years later the Rules were modified
again to apply the ratios to all FM facilities.

Then the "Raleigh Waiver" appeared. Under this
Order by the Commission, applicants could request
a waiver of the NCE contour protections. It would
be granted in cases where the applicant received
normally prohibited contour overlap on second- and
third -adjacent channels if the area of the overlap was

10 percent or less of the service area. The resulting
limited area of overlap was greatly outweighed by
the benefits of a larger service area. With this, the
Commission recognized the demand for NCE service

(still robust today) and the limited spectrum available
in the reserved portion of the band.

It should be noted that this waiver only applied to
cases of received overlap. You could not increase
your coverage area to cause overlap with others
and hope to get a waiver. By the same token, if
you were granted a waiver, the other station(s)
involved in the waiver were not precluded from

10 March 2010 RadioMagOnline.com



making subsequent changes.
Today third -adjacent protection is likely to be weak-

ened further as a result of bills working their way
through Congress. In 2000 when the Commission
created LPFM service, the original proposals did not
contain third -adjacent protection requirements. On
Capitol Hill concerns were raised that a substantial
number of new LPFM stations would be created
resulting in diminished full -power service areas due
to interference. At that time, Congress stepped into
the fray and amended the Communications Act to
maintain third -adjacent protections. This of course
statutorily overruled the Commission, while at the same

time ordering the FCC to study the matter further.
The result of this was the 2003 Mitre report, which

basically concluded that third -adjacent interference
should not really be that much of problem. Encouraged

by this report, which has been called into question by
numerous parties, the Commission asked Congress
in 2004 to re -amend the act, yet again, to delete
third -adjacent protections. In late 2007 the Commis-
sion started allowing LPFM stations to seek waivers
of these protections. This brings us to today.

The Local Community Radio Act of 2009 passed
the House in December 2009 on a voice vote. As of
the writing of this article it is still in committee on the
Senate side. Ostensibly the bill has bi-partisan support

RF ENGINEERING
in the Senate; however, of the seven sponsors listed

the only Republican is Senator John McCain.
Will the stripping of the third -adjacent protections

affect the FM broadcaster? The simple answer:
maybe. Mitre in essence said third -adjacent should
not be much of a problem. It did not say it would
not be a problem. The presence, or lack Thereof, of
interference will be situational dependen7.

Remember that actual interference is rgot merely
contour overlap, but the ratio between undesired
and desired field strengths. A 100W LPFM signal
will throw a field strength of 100dBu about 800
meters. If your field strength is OOdBu or less in
this area, you may encounter interference. Indeed
anytime the undesired is more than 4CdB above
the desired, interference is pred.cted.

Intuitively areas that may suffer the mast from the
deletion are quasi-listenable areas in cities from rim
shots and highly rural areas. The former case would

seem to be the more likely to appear as the viability
of an LPFM station in a highly rural area seems ques-

tionable. Ultimately there can be no guarantee that
the specter of interference will not surface in some
cases. Similarly the blanket notion that interference
will be ubiquitous is equally implausible.

Ruck is a senior engineer with D.L. Markley and
Associates. Peoria, iL.

"If it's AM Radio, it is Kintronic Labs.
Site Planning  Design of Digital -Ready AM Antenna S/stems

 Custom Fabrication of AM Antenna Systems  On -Site Services and Technical Support

Kintronic antenna systems
are powering radio in :he
major markets in all 50 of the

/1

United States and in more
than 70 countries on 36(
cont nents.

Kintronic Labs, Inc.

A global leader of world -lass radio
broadcast antenna systems anc components

Kintronic.com

With more than 200 years of
combined engireering and
technical experience, Kintronic
is a global leader in
word -class radio broadcast
antenna systerr s.

Kintronic engineers can
custom -craft your radio
broadcast antenna system or
component need for any
location, at any fixed site, or to
meet any mobile requirement.

"Visit Kintronic Labs
at the following

Conventions"
National Religious

Broadcasters (NRB)

rit...4NRBJOIO
Nashville, Tennessee

February 28 - March 2
Booth # 747

CABSAT Show

CABSAT
NA

Dubai, UAE
March 2-4

Stand Z-25, Zabeel Hall

NAB

N4BSHOW
y, Won ...-.ComblIlr"

Las Vegas, Nevada
April 12-15

Booth # 1332
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Annual national
EAS test proposed By Harry Martin

The FCC has proposed rules providing for an annual test of the na-
tional alert capability of the broadcast Emergency Alert System (EAS).
Under the proposed rules, all EAS participants will have to tell the

FCC whether they received the test, whether they retransmitted it, and if there
was a problem, exactly what that was.

Virtually all full -power radio and television stations are required to have an
EAS decoder in place, and most are also required to have an encoder, and to
conduct weekly and monthly alert tests. All tests must be recorded in the station's
log. Some stations are less than observant of these obligations, or have faulty

equipment, and fines for non-compliance are among

those most frequently assessed by the FCC.
The EAS is capable of both national alerts and

alerts restricted to specific regions or single states. If
a national alert is received, all stations must cease
normal programming and either put the alert on the

Dateline
For noncommercial radio stations in Delaware, Indiana.

Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Tennessee their biennial
ownership report deadline is April 1. The deadline for
submission of biennial ownership reports for commercial
radio stations has been suspended pending a further
redesign of Form 323.

April 1 is the deadline for radio stations in Delaware and
Pennsylvania to electronically file their Broadcast EEO
Mid -Term Reports (Form 397) with the FCC.

April 1 is the deadline for radio stations licensed in
the following states to place their annual EEO Reports
in their public files: Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Texas.

air or, if they cannot, go silent until the emergency
is over. Retransmission of local or regional alerts
is optional on the part of licensees.

The FCC has never tested the national alert system.

The proposed rules are intended to perfect an alert
system wherein during a true national emergency
the president could get his voice on every radio
and TV station in the country. A lot of EAS decod-
ers are automated, and a lot of stations operate

unattended all or part of the day. The Commission
wants to know if EAS would work nationwide given
these and other system characteristics.

Interestingly, in 2007, some FEMA workers ac-
cidentally triggered a national -level EAS alert. Since
it was not intended to be a test, presumably the
alert looked like a real alert. But a combination of
equipment failures and speedy intervention by EAS
participants made the alert into a non-event.

In pursuit of its planned nationwide system, the
Commission issued a notice of proposed rule mak-
ing in January. The notice proposes that a national
test be conducted once a year. Stations would be
given a; least two months' advance warning that
the test is coming but would not be told the exact
time and date. Every EAS participant would be
expected to air the test, log it, and then provide
the test results to the FCC within 30 days. If the
test is not received or retransmitted, a station would
have to fix its EAS equipment and report what went
wrong to the FCC. Presumably the national test
will contain information making it clear to listeners
and viewers that it is only a test.

With national testing in the offing, licensees should
check their EAS systems now to make sure their
equipment is operating properly will be capable of
receiving the tests. Unlike the current system, where

compliance tests take the form of occasional FCC
inspections, every station will be held accountable
under the national testing procedure. One thing to
check is whether the encoder/decoder requires
a Federcl Information Processing Standards (FIPS)
location code to respond to a message. That code
identifies the geographic area to which an alert
applies. A nationwide message might not have
one, and some decoders are known to ignore
messages with no FIPS Code.

Digital radio and TV stations should make sure
that the alert can be retransmitted on each of their
audio or video streams.

Martin is a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC,
Arlington, VA. E-mail: martin@fhhlaw.corn.
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This Phone Makes Other Hybrids Go
Running Home To Their Mommies.
NEW! Universal Host handles Vole PBX and EVERY other phone!

More and more stations are turning to VolP
for their phone systems. And rightfully so. Cost
savings as well as increased feature sets make
them a natural. One problem, though, is finding
a hybrid that can work with your new system.
Leave it to JK Audio to deliver a hybrid that
integrates flawlessly with your VolP phone
system (or any other)! Universal Host Digital
Hybrid connects your Vol P phone to your
computer via its USB audio CODEC, giving
you immediate talk -show quality for interviews
right from your desktop with no fuss!

Whether it's VolP, PBX or any other phone
system, Universal Host Digital Hybrid with
its USB audio CODEC makes it fast and easy
to get your callers on the air!

A

Universal Host' Digital Hybrid
Handset Or fine Send Sand 1

ON -20 -9 -3  
Power

moor

  
Caller

Handset Typo
A B C
MIME

Univorsal Host Caner

Send 2

;end

Caller
JK Audio

Headphones
HyOnd

WIMP

Lane Level
See - Mono

Inun.m. Out

owl* ce, 9,0c

USB 2

1'1115 IS C001-!

See us at NAB booth C2010
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL BROADCASTS jkaudio.com

JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA Toll Free: 800-552-8346  Tel: 815-786-2929  Fax: 815-786-8502  info@jkaudio.com



Tips, tricks, hints and more
Feeling the power

Ben Weiss, CPBE, a contract engineer in Kansas
city, MO, told me about a recent head -scratcher

with a station's transmitter power bill. This 16.5kW
TPO (50kW ERPI station's transmitter site is not

unusual, having a transmitter and HVAC as the
largest power consumers.

Given the regular equipment usage, it was ex-
pected the electric bill would be consistent month

to month, with usual
changes for the HVAC
with the seasons. How-
ever, the station owner
noticed the power bill would
fluctuate by as much as 50
percent each month. Weiss was
asked to investigate.

The power company was willing to work on the
problem to find a solution, but it wasn't until Weiss
asked how the meter was being read that a pos-
sible answer was found. The power company was
obtaining the meter reading remotely by sending an

We need your Ups!
Ideas submitted to Tech Tips
may be suitable to earn SBE
ecedification credits.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RathoMagOnline.com

Mine that light
Working in tight spaces

with low light is no
fun. I found a handy de-

vice to shed some light
on the task. It's called a

Light Mine from Striker

Tools. 'found itat Radio

Shack, but other retailers

sell them as well.
This LED light has 12 mag-

nets placed around its slightly
smaller -than -a -golf -ball sphere.

A Perl of a logger
When it comes to logging a station's stream,
there are many products available with a

variety of features. But if you're handy with writing
scripts, you can create your own. Rob Landry, a
contract engineer in Boston, created such a script
for one of his clients.

His Perl script records each hour as an MP3 file
by capturing the station's Internet stream. Each hour
is labeled and placed in a directory for each day

By Chriss Scherer

RF signal through the power
line to the meter. Weiss

began asking about the
reliability of the RF signal

in the presence of an
RF broadcast signal.
The power company
could not answer.

To verify the read-
ings, the power com-

pany began sending
someone to physically

read the meter. It was
discovered that the station

had been overpaying be-
cause the remote reading was

intermittently higher than the actual
reading. The station is now set up to have its

meter read in person.
From this story, it seems like a good idea to

compare the power bill information to the actual
meter reading once in a while.

It can be positioned to throw light at nearly any
angle. The light costs about $6 and operates
on three button -cell batteries. While there are
no instructions on how to replace the batteries,
there are two tabs that can be pressed to open
the light. Although for the inexpensive price it's
just as easy to buy a new one - albeit not as
friendly on the environment.

For such a small size and a single LED, the device
produces a very bright light. I have used mine in
a dim rack to throw light just where I needed it
by letting the magnets hold it on the rack or the
chassis of equipment.

!e.g. "wed_dec_16_2009"I. The complete script
is posted at RadioMagOnline.com.

What custom scripts have you developed to
handle routine tasks? Share them with us to be
posted online.

Access the Peri script at
RadioMagOnline.com/tutorials
tips/tech tips/

14 March 2010 RadioMagOnline.com



SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD

KAY
KAY

me

BYPASS CONE*
LEvEL

EVENTIDE BD600 BROADC!ST DELAY

PANIC WAII f017 WAIT REBUILD
SAFE AND EXIT

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advert sers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations large and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and license -
protecting delay.

Our new HD compatible BD600, 24 -bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory -
twice as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and

RAMP TO
ZERO

d IJ
e

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and an exclusive fast -entry -and -exit feature which allows
starting a broadcast with the delay already built up to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DelayTM mode
which allows up to 1) seconds of delay to be adjusted 1-1
rea time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful far
synchronizing analog 3nd digital signals while on -air, without
audible artifacts, to naintain a seamless user experience.

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity of your air and the foundation of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide® HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide is a registered trademark and MicroPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eventide Inc ©2005 Eventide Inc
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olreOdy know the NAB Show is big. There's 
much to ,cci and do that you might think you 

can only cover it all if 
you have super powers. 

Fear not ii ,, , 
convention chum, we have a better plan. There's 

for super speed when you plan ahead, and the tool you 
i. 

for that is in your hands. With some advance planning, your 
time at the convention can be maximized for peak performance, 
and our convention preview will help you do that. 

' tanding out at the convention is the exhibit floor. Despite its size, this 
mighty array of products and services is easy to tame. A new twist this 

year is that the radio and audio exhibits are in the front of the Central 
instead of the North Hall. We can help you navigate this new territory with 

II -out map of this portion of the Central Hall. But don't stop there, there are more 

, 

io and audio exhibitors sprinkled throughout the exhibits. Our condensed exhibitor list 

on the map - 
lists all the radio -relevant exhibitors. 

te of our NAB Extra. This is a peak behind the mask of many new products you'll find 
wn. We'll hove some in the April issue as well. We'll also feature more in the NAB Insider 
sletter coming to you every week before the show, starting ^.--1,-I-19. 

. 
: take note of the session timetable. All the radio -related 

Cations in the Broadcast Engineering Conference are listed 
'a few other sessions and events of note. 
'the combined strength of our convention preview to make the most 

your 2010 NAB Show visit. - Chriss Scherer, edits 

RadoMagOnline com 
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Growth in broader -casting is fueled by the evolution
taking place around the world right now. The global
exchange of content, technology and innovation that is
driving us forward will be captured and showcased at
the 2010 NAB Show."

Introducing Destination Broadband: This cutting -
edge area of the show floor focuses on broadband -
enabled TVs, online video, mobile broadband networks,

platforms, gaming,
IP, streaming,
monetization

DESTINATION
BROADBAND
The Online Video Experience

anc disruptive technologies that are redefining
the viewing experience. Brc.adband's potential to
revolutionize content delivery at every turn will be
unveiled and discussed, from Web sites, VOD and
set -top boxes to advertising and sales.

Join the worldwide community of content creators,
producers, managers and distributors, and bring your
content to life at the NAB Show, the ultimate venue
for exchanging tomorrow's solutions and today's most
successful revenue s7rategies. For more information,
visit www.nabshow.com.

NOEISHOW
Where Content Comes to Lifer"

Conferences April 10-15, 2010 :: Exhibits April 12-15
Las Vegas Convention Center :: Las Vegas, Nevada USA



Longwave transmitters
Naute
Booth 2615

NX e es: With power outputs ranging from 25kW
to 2000kW, this transmitter series offers AM adaptive
pre -correction, ac to RF efficiency of 90 percent, lin-
earity utilizing a nine -phase Direct Digital Modulation
scheme encoded at 2.7 mega -samples per second, and
a footprint requiring '/3 to '/2 less space than other
transmitters. A touch -screen controller plus remote Web
access are standard

207-947-8200; www.nautel.com; info@nautel.com

On -air processor
Orban
Booth C1657

Optimod-FM 5500: The 5500 combines he
functiohoily Orban's Optimod-FM 5300 and 2300
processors in a compact 1 RU chassis. It features five -
and two -band processing (including stereo generator),
plus a stand-alone stereo generator mode that offers
performance equivalent to the stereo generator in the
Orban Optimod-FM 8500 and 8600 processors.
New in the 5500 is a 10MHz frequency reference
input that allows the 19kHz pilot tone frequency to
be locked to GPS or another high -accuracy frequency
standard. In addition, a cool -running switching power
supply saves energy and reduces heat build-up inside
the chassis.

480-403-8300; www.orban.com; sales@orban.com
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Broadcast stereo headset
Audio-Technica
Booth C1632
BPHS1: The BPH
broadcast stereo head
with dynamic boom
crophone offers natur
highly intelligible ster

reproduction. The rugg
BPHS1 features close
back around -the -ear e
cups designed to prov
maximum comfort an

ambient noise rejection with minimal ear fatigue. T
headset also has a professional boom -mounted movi
coil dynamic microphone that can be positioned for u
on either side of the mouth. It is specifically intended an
optimized for on -air or live news and sports broadcastin
announcing and interviews.

3SO-686-2600; www.audio-technica.com
sales@atus.com

Wireless audio interfaces
JK Audio
Booth C2010
BlueDriver Series: The BlueDriver series of and
interface adapters use Bluetooth wireless techno
BlueDriver-F3 plugs directly into a dynamic mic or t
mic-level output from a
mixing console. Pair
it to a Bluetooth-
equipped cell phone
or headset. The 3.5mm
stereo jack contains
a mic-level output
suitable for record-
ing, with the clean m i c

signal on the left channel and the Bluetooth return on t
right. BlueDriver-M3 plugs into the mic input channel
a mixer. The 3.5mm jack will accept a signal from t
headphone output of the mixer for transmission back
the cell phone or headset. A switch on either unit sel
between connection to a third -party Bluetooth heads
or a cell phone.

800-552-8346; www.jkaudio.com; info@jkaudio.co

RadioMagOnline.com



lkshow System
Telos

Systems
th C146

Nx6: Contained
in a slim 2RU chas-

sis, the Nx6 contains four adaptive digital hybrids with advanced DSP

technology to give callers better sound. It supports up to six analog
or digital phone lines. Each of the four hybrids is equipped with
individually adjustable AGC and noise gate by Omnia. Combined
with Telos' Digital Dynamic EQTM (DDEQ) and adaptive hybrid
technology, the Nx6 delivers caller -to -caller consistency whether
using POTS or ISDN. The Nx6 package includes one Desktop
Director, and Assistant Producer call screening software.

216-241-7225; www.telos-systems.com
telos-info@telos-systems.com

Automation mobile application
Enco Systems
Booth C3036
iDAD: iDAD is a companion mobile application for the Enco
DAD and Presenter audio automation studio systems. The initial
release is targeted at the iPhone and the new iPad tablet comput-
ing device from Apple. It will feature the ability for news reporters
and announcers to record, trim and tail, label and then send
audio from the mobile device directly to their DAD or Presenter
automation systems for timely playback. iDAD will also feature
a remote control function which will allow control of the DAD or
Presenter system from the mobile device using a simple array of
buttons representing various user definable functions.

800-362-6797; www.enco.com; sales@enco.com

WheatNet-IP application
Wheatstone
Booth C2623

Mic Blade: The ii a 8e Mic Blade features eight built-in

Nith phantom power, eight analog output charnels and
12 universal logic (GPI) ports. Mic audio is available anywhere in the
Wheatnet-IP system. Analog outputs can access any system source,
and are typically used for studio headphone and speaker feeds.
252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com; sales@wheatstone.com

Power meter
LBA Technology
Booth N516
Kathrein 3024: With measuring capability from 1W to

v.v, the J0c4 can be used with most existing directional
coupler -based RF measuring transmitter power monitors to pro-
vide PC and Internet access and SNMP network connectivity.
Internal user -programmable software calculates the display power
depending on the probe input, offset, gain and the given value
of the directional coupler. Because the setup for each probe in
the system is unique, it will even work with different brands of
directional couplers. The working end of the rack -mounted 19"
3024 is in the rear, where up to eight probes can be connected
for simultaneous power measurements.

252-757-0279; www.lbagroup.com; lbagrp@lbagroup.com

Do you want to
Accurately Control
your Speaker
System ?

The Avocet
Monitor Controller
for
Stereo or Surround

Crane Song Ltd
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CRANE SON
www.cranesong.com

Superior WI USA
715 398 3627
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Intercom equipment
Axia Audio

Booth C146
IP-Intercom: Axia s

Intercom system de-
uts with a full family

of intercom equipment
that includes a variety
of rackmount stations,

as well as drop -in modules for Axia Element 2.0 mixing
consoles - providing a unique interconnection between
intercom and console that allows any audio from any
station in the broadcast facility to be immediately brought
to air. IP-Intercom stations connect to the studio network
with a single CAT -5 connection. Its features include
auto -answer and hands -free operation, bright, sharp
OLED displays for maximum visibility, built-in speakers
and front -and -rear -panel mic connections, and drop -in
modules that integrate into Axia consoles. The Advanced
Echo Cancellation (AEC) technology, licensed from
the Fraunhofer Institute, effectively suppresses acoustic
feedback generated between open mics and speakers,
producing clear, feedback -free audio.

216-241-7225; www.axiaaudio.com
inquiry@axiaaudio.com

Microphone preamps
RDL (Radio Design Labs)
Booth C451
EZ-MPA I ; EZ-MPA2: The EZ-MPA1 is a microphone
preamplifier with front -panel volume control and audio

level metering. A front -
panel switch engages
an audio compressor

to control overloads
and clipping during
high-level audio bursts
or peaks. Dynamic or

,_ortdenser microphones are both supported with rear -
panel switchable phantom voltage. The preamplified
mic signal feeds both channels of the line output on
RCA or mini jacks. LED VU metering facilitates easy
level adjustment.

800-281-2683; www.rdlnet.com; sales@rdlnet.com

Portable production system
NewTek
Booth SL10814
TriCaster, TriCaster Interface: In one lightweight,
portable system (small enough to fit in a backpack),
TriCaster provides all the tools, including live virtual
sets on select models, required to produce, live stream,
broadcast and project a show. Its small footprint makes
it possible to broadcast from anywhere and it is flexible
enough to allow you to deliver live productions on your
own or with a team.

800-847-6111; www.newtek.com

Audio analyzer
Audio Precision

Booth C2023
APxUpdates: Since the beginning of 2010, Audio
Precision has been shipping the BW52 ultra -high -band-
width 1MHz FFT option for the APx525 family of audio
analyzers, which delivers high bandwidth (dc to 1MHz),
one million points, and 24 -bit resolution when measuring
out -of -bond noise in Class -D amps, sigma -delta converters

and other modern audio devices, easily surpassing the
maximum FFT bandwidth offered by competing analyz-
ers (usually topping out at 250kHz). More recently, the
v2.5 software update for APx has added custom report-
ing options, WAV file analysis, and the ability to stream
Dolby's 1rrueHD audio compression format through the
APx HDMI option.

800-231-7350; ap.com; sales@audioprecision.com

Headphones
Shure
Booth C2013
SRH840, SRH440,
and SRH240: The
SRH840, SRH440
and SRH240 join Shure's
lineup of orofessional and
home recording equipment.
These headphones achieve a
balance between comfort, durability, and
rich lows, warm mids and crisp highs. Each
have a unique sound signature and feature closed -back,
circumaural design, which maximizes comfort during
extended wear

800-25-SHURE; www.shure.com; sales@shure.com

Audio encoding for W'ndows
Omnia Audio
Booth C146
Omnia A/XE: The Omnia
A, XE alti-nas power with
advanced encoding cape
bilities. It can process audi,
for bit rate -reduced an
linear applications. It runs

as a background service
can be fully -managed and
configured remotely with a
Web browser, and can process and encode multiple
streams in various formats simultaneously. A/XE can be
run on most off -the -shelf computers; the minimum require-
ments are Windows XP or later, 521MB RAM, 20MB
free hard -drive space and a network cord. It can encode
directly to MP3 or MC as well as feed a Shoutcast-style
or Windows Media Server in the MP3 format, or feed
Adobe Media server an MC stream. It can also be
paired with an existing Windows Media, Real, MPG
Pro or MP;:l streaming encoder.

216-241-3343; www.omniaaudio.com
info@omniaaudio.com
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Silence monitor/audio switcher
Broadcast Tools
Booth C1451
Audio Sentinel: 1,e Auaio Sentinel is a Web -enabled

two -channel stereo silence monitor combined with a trans-
parent, integrated audio s itche t is designed to moni-

tor two balanced
unbalanced

independent
stereo analog

udio sources
and switch to a
back-up analog

audio source whe silence is detected on either or both
channels. It may also be configured for independent
dual -stereo non -switching applications. The Audio Sentinel

can be controlled and monitored locally and/or remotely
over any IP network, including private networks, 1P -based
industrial control networks, and the Internet. Users con
operate the product using a Web browser or Web -enabled
mobile device. E-mail notification may be configured to
alert up to four recipients when alarms are detected. The
user may also enable a sound effect to play on a PC
speaker when an alarm is generated

877-250-5575; www.broadcasttools.com
bti@broadcasttools.com

IP audio codec
APT
Booth C751 S. _ .

Worldcast Equinox: neWorldcast Equinox e7ables
delivery of bidirectional stereo over 'P and iSDN links.
Noteworthy features include automatic back-up from IP
to ISDN, support for SIP/SDP and interoperability with
other manufacturers' codecs using Layer 1.1 bonding.
Additional functionality is priced as optional add-ons,
ensuring that the user pays fcr only those features that
are most important to them

800-955-APIX; www.apt x.com; info@aptx.com

Mixing console
Lawo
Booth C2217
Crystal: surface features buttons illuminated by RGB LEDs that allow

for color coding of the various functions and a high -resolution OLED displays
guarantee an optimum readability from every angle. And as one of the two
displays per channel always shows the sected source, it is easy for users to
see a status overview all the time. The corsole chassis is made completely of

aluminum with an abrasion -proof surface.
49 7222 1002 0; www.lawo.de; info@lawo.de

"the performance of the 6017 is simply stunning"
Sergio Parisi, Parisi Eletronica Ltda

Please
visit our

(00th ("3019

Apr/I 12-15th

Las Vegas NV

Shively Labs (888) 744-8359 www.shively.com
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BURLI.
NEWSROOM
SYSTEM
SOFTWARE.

news data ingest and
management, including rss
and xml feeds

newscast/rundown
management

e-mail and fax ingest and
management

audio ingest, recording, editing
and play -to -air

radio prompter

assignments management

contacts database

xml export to websites/new
media platforms

Burli's reliability, ease -of -use
and state-of-the-art features
make it a leading choice for radio
newsrooms around the world and
across America, including the
largest all -news newsrooms in
the country's top markets.

TO FIND OUT HOW BURLI CAN
WORK FOR YOU...

www.burli.com
info@burli.com +1.604.684.3140

\AA

Recording app
RCS

Booth C2628
iPush: (push is the latest mobile application for Nex Gen
Digital; it records one or more news reports or remote inserts
and sends them to Nex Gen Digital via an integrated version of
WANcasting . The audio then lands into the system for playback
on the air. With RCS iPush, users can leave bulky recording
equipment at the studio and still capture events. (push works
with an iPhone or second generation or newer iPod Touch.
t is compatible with the phone's microphone, or upgrade to
plug-in higher quality over-the-counter microphones.

914-428-4600; www.rcsworks.com; info@rcsworks.com

Emergency messaging platform
Digital Alert Systems
Booth C3651
DASDEC-II: DASDEC-II leverages common information exchange protocols and
offers a broad range of physical connections and third -party interfaces. Any stan-
dard Web -browser on a PC, Mac or smartphone can be used to view, change or
activate DASDEC functions. With its optional three internal receivers, it can monitor
any standard AM/FM/WX frequency, on any individual receiver with band selec-
tion, tuning, level adjustment and even live audio monitoring over the network. EAS
alert details are presented on an integrated NTSC character generator screen, or
connect the DASDEC to a wide range of other third -party CGs for crawling text
overlays or automation control.

585-765-2254; www.digitalalertsystems.com; info@digitalalertsystems.com

Portable PA system
Samson Technologies
Booth C1422
XP510i: The XP510i boasts dual two-way
speakers and a detachable 10 -channel mixer
with a 500W I2 x 2501 Class D amplifier. The
speakers employ 10" woofers in vented enclo-
sures for outstanding bass response while 1" high -
frequency drivers deliver sweet highs. For transport,
the speakers slide together, the mixer locks into the back
of one speaker and the cables pack up in the back of the ether for single unit
that weighs just over 50 pounds.

631-784-2200; www.samsontech.com; info@samsontech.com

Multiband combiner and coupler
Bird Technologies Group
Booth C306MR/C454

43-05-01Series;80-05-14:The
Multiband Control Station Combiner, model 43-05-01 series, provides frequency -agile
operation across multiple bands. Operating in frequency ranges of 40-960MHz,
the multi -channel multi -band combiner interoperability can be combined into a single
network for efficiency. The unit is low profile for space -efficient installation while saving
cost by combining multiple bands in the some combiner. The Multiband Coupler, model
80-05-14, reduces tower transmission lines at sites operating from VHF to 900MHz.

866-695-4569; www.bird-technologies.com; sales@bird-technologies.com
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Program shrinker/stretcher
25 -Seven Systems
Booth C144

or Pi I

$

RIM*

'4111;7.' IEIN
PLM

Program Length Manager: The 25 -Seven Program Length Manager (PLMI
shrinks or stretches 1ms and program segments by 5 percent (three
minutes per hour) or even 10 percent - without pitch change, artifacts or glitches.
Time -manipulated audio is clean enough to use on stereo music programs and
live events. PLM is operator friendly and requires little training whether controlled
from the front -panel or via Web browser. PLM is the next best thing to being able
to stop the clock or add more minutes to the hour

888-257-2578; www.25-seven.com; info425-seven.com

Sealing gaskets
Neutrik
Booth C2336

r,r

SCDP Series: Neutrik features a
dust- and water-resistant connector
for use with all D -shaped chassis con-
nectors with its newest sealing gasket
(SCDP-*). Designed for use with Neu-
trik's Opticalcon Duo and Quad fiber
connectors or any Neutrik product using
a standard D -style cutout, including the
newly introduced water-resistant USB/
FireWire and HDMI feedthroughs, the
SCDP gasket gives additional value
and safety to any installation in the
mated condition. The sealing gasket is
available in six different colors: Black,
red, yellow, green, blue and white.
Color -coded D -shaped chassis connec-
tors also provide the added benefit of
quick identification on -site.

732-901-9488; www.neutrik.com
info@neutrikusa.com

IP automation controller
Barix Technology
Booth Cl 139

Barionet 50: A fully programmable
network controller, the Barionet 50 is
ideal for interfacing devices and real
world I/O via IP with open, standards -
based monitoring and control platrorms.
It is a modular component thct can
operate standalone or in concert with
other units, Web servers and control
systems. Professional applications
include access control, machine data
collection and environmental monitor-
ing of everything from temperarure to
water pressure. Barionet devices use
very low power (typically 1.2W with
inactive relays) and are well -positioned
for green applications such as energy
metering, smart grid control and intel-
ligent building management.

866-815-0866; www.barix.com
info@barix.com

Broadband dipole
Shively Labs
Booth C3019
6020: The 6020 broadband dipole is now also incorporated into a low-windload
broadband FM panel, model 6018V or 6018H. It is rated at 10kW input and can
be used either for vertically or horizontally polarized applications. The 6020 has
already been used successfully in Turkey and Haiti, and has proven its capabilities
as a rapidly deployable, robust 5kW antenna. Features include vertical polarization
and 5kW power rating per bay. Radomes and de-icers are not required.

888-SHIVELY; www.shively.com; sales@shively.com

EAS
CAP

and
BEY()"

Digital AlErt
SystEms

YOUR PARTNER
on the ROAD

to COMPLIANCE

the
PRODUCTS

the
PEOPLE

the
COMMITMENT

www digitalalertsystems corn

585-765-1155
I I

MONROE ELECTRONICS
est 1954

visit us at booth # C3651
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Sage Digital ENDEC - Emergency Alert- System

Great Upgrade - Cap Rea

norm. BOK

The gold standard in EAS since 1996, the Sage ENDEC, has been surpassed
by the Sage Digital ENDEC. Even as FEMA and the FCC prepare the new EAS
and CAP regulations, broadcasters and public safety agencies across the
country are already taking advantage of the new features of the Sage Digital
ENDEC, including:

Digital AES/EBU audio  Enhanced logging,
 LAN connection automation, remote

Flash software upgrades monitoring, multi -station
Free software update to CAP support

The Digital ENDEC is a drop in replacement for the classic ENDEC including
rear panel connections and programming concepts, but new users love it too.

SAGEALERTING SYSTEMS

800 Westchester Avenue  Suite 641 North  Rye Brook, NY 10573  Phone: 914 872 4069

Info©sagealertingsystems.com  www.sagealertingsystems.com

NAB booth tt C1358

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First*
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

From practice spaces to professional recording studios. we can help
you get the materials you need to fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams, fiberglass panels, diffusers, bass
and corner traps. vibration control, acoustical wall fabrics, ceiling tiles.
modular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

Toll Free I.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Sounclim door
Soundproof Windows
Booth C1844
Studio Door Max: .0 sliding glass
Coors are rTiour,ieu or, each side of a
door opening. The doors can be mounted
inside the opening or outside of the door
opening. An 8" thick wall can provide an
overall installed door thickness ranging
from 8" to 13.5". A 10.5" wall depth
can provide up to 16" of overall door
assembly thickness. All of the door panels

are removable. These sliding glass doors
provide a higher STC than most solid
doors. If mounted over a swing door,
overall STC values con be improved
while being able to see into the record-
ing area. With two doors STC is 55 to
57 depending on the glass configuration
and spacing. Using three doors, STC is
65. The two -door options block as much
low frequencies as the 65 SIC combina-
tion. Only in the upper frequencies does
the 65 STC combination outperform the
two -door set. Even then, the two -door
combinations stop more than 55dB in
the upper frequencies.

877-438-7843

www.soundproofwindows.com
sales@soundproofwindows.com

Vector network analyzer
Array Solution
Booth t133

VNA2180: The VNA7180 measures
pedance (magnitude and phase)

and filter transmission in the range of
5KHz to 180MHz. A PC is used to plot
parameters, such as impedance, SWR,
Si] and S21. The test frequency is
generated digitally. A 12 -bit analog -to -
digital converter digitizes the raw data.
This avoids non -linearity associated with

diode detectors, and results in very good
dynamic range and linearity for accurate
magnitude and phase measurements.

972-203-2008

www.arraysolutions.com
info@arraysolutions.com
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GRAHAMSTUDIOS
Designed for Quality, Function, beauty...and Affordability

Our Ma3ter craftsmen,
the finest materials, and
computerized machines
ensure precise cutting
ani a sEamless fit for any
sti.clio - Dig, small or in
between. Our commitment
to service, qua ity and fair
prices hove made us the
number one broadcast
studio furniture manufacturer
in the wo-Id. Jon us.

- Fod Graham President

Serving Broadcasters for over 26 _fears

www.graham-studios.com



Shure C2013
Sierra Automated Systems C3010
SmartSound Software SL7609
Society of Broadcast Engineers L29
Sonifex C2739
Sony Creative Software C10515
Sony Electronics 011001
Sound Devices C1354
Sound Ideas SL8416
Sound4 N1403
Soundproof Windows C1844
Spectra Logic N6216
Staco Energy Products C1148
Stainless C2025
Stantron C6049
Stephen Arnold Music SL8513
Streambox SU8911
Studer Soundcraft C2619
Studio Technologies C10048
Superior Broadcast Products SU2713
Superior Electric C1108
Switchcraft C8137
Systems Group, The C5115
Tascam SL1717
TBC Consoles C12626
Teac SL1816
Tec Nec Distributing C1941
Techni-Tool C9237
Tektronix N2522
Telos Systems C146
TFT C2307
Thermo Bond Buildings C1430
Thermodyne Cases C5637
Tieline Technology C157
Tiger Technology SL7723
Touchcast C4946
Tower Consultants C2732
TrafficLand SU1708
TransLanTech Sound C1323
Trilithic SU5704
TVVR Lighting C2136
Unimar C2839
VCS Engineering C3332
Veetronix N6119
VidCAD N702
Vocalbooth.com SL8510
V -Soft Communications C2734
W B Walton Enterprises 0E1728
Ward -Beck Systems N3425
Wegener SU4902
Wenger N3830
Wheatstone C2623
Whirlwind C4342
WhisperRoom SL5105
WideOrbit N5129
Will -Burt C8333
Winmedia N1005
Winsted C8608
WireCAD N6219
Wireworks 08612
Wohler Technologies N3023
Xytech Systems SL9915
Yamaha C1336
Yellow Jacket C2459
Yellowtec C1451
Z Technology SU3018
Zaxcom C154

Exhibitor list current as of February 16, 2010
Issue advertisers noted in red.
Map advertisers noted in blue.

Your job is to
pick the music.

Our job is to
make sure it

plays.
(800) ENCO-SYS
www.enco.com

NAB Booth C-3036
Central Hall, LVCC

ENCO
World Class Studio Audio Systems

for Live Assist and Automation

Don't miss Presenter and
iDAD, the iPhone/iPad App
for remote recording and

remote control!



nautei 
more engineers. more innovation. more award winning products +1.902.823.5131 

MOREFM 

MOREAM 

SERIES 25KW - 2MW 

MORECONTROL 
Nautel offers the industry's broadest portfolio of digital/analog sold - 

state transmitters including 1kW to 2000kW MW and 300W to 

88kW FM models. Outstanding reliability, global presence, efficiency 

and exceptional support have resulted in more than 8000 Nautel 

transmitter deployments in 176 countries. Expect more from Nautel. 

N4BSHOW 
7 Where Content Comes to life - 

See us at ooth 

Making Digital Radio Work. 
See what more looks like at nautel.com/expectmo-e/ 
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Radio Hall Map
Booth information provided by the NAB, current as of February 16, 2010

25 -Seven Systems C144 AEQ C1928 Atto Technology SL2512

5 Alarm Music SL8209 Aeta Audio N1002 Audemat - APT C751

615 Music R206, SL9115 Akamai Technologies SL527 Audio Accessories C3847

Abel DRM Systems SU8806 Allen Avionics C1428 Audio Plus Services C1247

ABX Engineering N1334 Altronic Research C1625 Audio Precision C2023

AccuWeather SU6717 Amphenol Fiber Systems InternationalC6540 Audio Video Metals N6732

Acoustical Solutions C4937 Analog Way SL1509 Audioarts C2623

Active Storage SL5225 Anystream/Grab Networks SL2010 AudioScience C1721

ADC C6744 APM Music SL8609 Audio-Technica C1632

Adjuggler SU9506Y Argosy N4316 Autodesk SL2020

Adobe Systems SL3320 Armstrong Transmitter C1420 Avid SU902

Adrienne Electronics SL8820 Arrakis Systems C2007 Avocent SL8223

Advanced Fiber Products N4417 ARRL L1 AVP Mfg & Supply C9149

Advanced Media Technologies SU4704 Associated Press/ENPS SU2002 Axel Technology C1654

Advanced Microwave Components SU5912 ATI-Audio Technologies 01720 ArCa Audio C146

Mini -Encoder
Introduced at NAB 2009 and the first in our line of cost-effective

INOosimi products for broadcasters. The 703 lets you send
simple scrolling messages for station ID, program promos and

advertising, and does all the usual 'housekeeping' functions
as well. Easy USB programming and quick installation.

Model 720
Dynamic Encoder
Connects to your playout system to scroll song title and artist
info on listeners' radios, along with station promos and advertiser
support. Easy serial connection to automation, front -panel
USB port for fast register programming. A unique 'no headers'
mode can even scroll song info from raw satellite feeds.

Inovonics offers broadcasters an entire line of

(R PN!

RadioData encoders and decoders, plus analog and
digital audio processing systems, AM, FM and subcarrier

: mod -monitors and off -air rebroadcast receivers.

Model 730

Our 'Flagship' Encoder
Our 'does everything' encoder with USB, serial and network

connectivity. The 730 accepts both ASCII and UECP command
sets and supports "song tagging" and other advanced RT+

applications. TCP/IP and UDP ports feature a built-in dynamic -
DNS client service, and an on -board scheduler allows static

message programming weeks in advance.

www.inovon.com
I ncovcon les

800-733-0552

NAB booth # C1411
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PROVEN, CONSISTENT, RELIABLE
For over 58 years broadcasters have relied

on proven MYAT RF solutions. From rigid

transmission line systems to fitters to switches

and combiners, we deliver performance on

time, every time. Whether it is basic hardware

or full -line integrated engineering solutions,

MYAT designs and builds reliability into every

we make. And with our unmatched

stock and inventory, we can assist with your

immediate requirements and last minute needs.

FM Splitter Coaxial Transfer
Switch

LPFM/180C
Filter 3kW

LPFM/IBOC

Filter 8kW
FM Constant

Impedance Combiner

Learn why so many broadcasters rely on MYAT.

Call us at 1-201-767-5380 or log onto www.myat.com

FM Switchle
Combiner

MWMINC.



B&H Photo -Video -Pro Audio C11022 ESE C6437 Microspace Communications SU7222
Barix Technology C1139 Eventide C2634 Microwave & RF Resources SU3118
Beat The Traffic SU2302 File Catalyst SL8505 Microwave Service Company C6419
Belar Electronics Lab C846 FirstCom Music SL8715 Minnetonka Audio Software C2037
Bias SL7429 Flash Technology C3129 Mohawk C11831
Bird Technologies Group C454 Fraunhofer IIS C1446 Moseley Associates 02610
Blastwave FX SL8813 Gefen SL2809 Motu SL2720
Broadcast Bionics C644 Genelec C2239 Myat C1317
Broadcast Design International R115 General Dynamics Satcom Tech. .0E2315 Nagra C1107
Broadcast Devices C1451 Gepco International C5643 Narda SU7226
Broadcast Electronics C1628 Glensound Electronics C857 National Assoc. of Tower Erectors ..SU7202
Broadcast Interactive Media SU9313 GlobeCast SU3502 National Weather Service C3029
Broadcast Microwave Services C6045 Graham Studios C1451 Nautel C2615
Broadcast Software Int, C1151 Great Lakes Cases C12737 Nemal Electronics Intl. C2541
Broadcast Tools C1451 H.C. Jeffries Tower Company C3123 Netia SU3502
Broadcast Traffic Systems N4019 Hamilton Metalcraft C2244 Neumann C2228
Broadcasters General Store C1451 Hannay Reels C8415 Neutrik C2336
BroadcastStore.com C9733 Harris N2502 NewTek SL10814
Broadview Software N4334 HD Radio C151 NKK Switches N6425
Brother International C3436 Henry Engineering C1246 NOAA R216
BTX Technologies C8537 HHB C2228 Non -Stop Music SL7612
Building4Media - Primestream SL6510 Hilomast C6147 Noren Products SL2506
Burk Technology 01614 HME C8439 NPR Satellite Services SU6913
Burli Software C2343 Hosa Technology SL2507 NTT Electronics SU7217
BW Broadcast C3034 IABM C10149 NuComm C6419
Cedar Audio C3039 IBM N5823 OMB Sistemas Electronicos SU5720
Checkers Industrial Products C2046 IDX System Technology C8419 Omnia Audio C146
CineBags C5138 IEEE Broadcast Technology Society L30 Omnirax C1357
CircuitWerkes C1451 Independent Audio C2939 OMT Technologies C1054
Cisco SU10612 lnovonics C1411 On Call Communications 0E910
Clark Wire & Cable C9533 Intel N523 Orban C1657
Clear Channel Satellite SU3117 Intelsat SU1417 Overly Door Company C544
Coast to Coast Tower Service 01114 International Datacasting SU6321 P.I. Engineering SL7627
Coaxial Dynamics C1310 Izotope 01620 Paravel Systems C1146
Comlabs C557 Jampro Antennas C2607 Penton Media SL9123
Communications Specialties SL1726 Jetcast C3128 Phasetek C1311
Comrex C1920 JK Audio C2010 Phillystran C1722
Continental Electronics C1607 JLCooper Electronics N1617 Potomac Instruments C1410
Coship Electronics SU4607 JMA Architecture Studios C8332 Prime Image N4036
Countryman Associates C2310 JMR Electronics SL7408 Primera Technology SL8920
CPI C1407 Joseph Electronics C3747 Prism Media Products C944
CPI SU2617 Junger Audio Studiotechnik SU7206 Pristine Systems/Summit Traffic C3032
Crown Broadcast C2632 KAE Corporation C8510 Professional Sound Corporation C1118
Cummins Onan C7542 Kathrein, Scala Division SU817 Professional Sound Services C11424
Cyber International Technology SU8013 Kay Industries C1926 Progressive Concepts C3034
Daktronics C12419 KD Kanopy C1134 Propagation Systems (PSI) C754
Dalet Digital Media Systems SL4720 KenCast SU4905 Radian Communication Services C1131
Dan Dugan Sound Design C1944 Killer Tracks SL7615 Radio Frequency Systems C2907
Davicom C1124 Kings -Winchester Electronics SU6213 Radio magazine SL9123
Dawnco SU7813 Kintronic Labs C1332 Radio Systems C3013
DaySequerra N3400 Klotz Digital C11827 RCS C2628
DB Elettronica Telecomunicazioni ...SU5610 KLZ Innovations C862 RDL Radio Design Labs C451
Denon & Marantz Professional C1444 KPFF Consulting Engineers C3741 Redding Audio C1923
DG FastChannel/Pathfire N5123 Kramer Electronics SL4505 Rees Associates C4837
DH Satellite SU7225 Larcan SU3317 Remote Audio C1457
Dielectric Communications C2222 Lawo C2217 Richardson Electronics SU6814
Digigram C1639, N1306 Lawson & Associates/Architects 07846 Richland Towers C1635
Digital Alert Systems C3651 LBA Technology N516 Riedel Communications C6747
Disc Makers SL8806 LEA International N6121 RJS Electronics N4416
DK Technologies C1751 Leader Instruments C8140 Rohde & Schwarz SU3717
Dolby Laboratories SU7917 Lectrosonics C1717 Roland Systems Group C4345
Dorrough Electronics C3016 Location Sound C1325 RTW C457
DPA Microphones C3319 Logitek Electronic Systems C2636 RVR Elettronica C848
DSI RF Systems SU5717 Magnum Towers C1307 S.W. R. C1126
EchoStar SU6020 Markertek C5343 Sabre Towers & Poles C1925
Eckel Noise Control Tech C2243 Marshall Electronics C8931 Sage Alerting Systems C1358
Econco C1407 Masterclock N4621 Samson Technologies C1422
Elenos C3207 Maxell C8737 ScheduALL Software SL4420
Emcee Communications SU9122 Mayah Communications C444 SeaChange International N5311
Empire State Filter Company C4839 Megatrax Production Music C757, SL8013 Sencore SU4310
EMR Corporation N5821 Micro Communications (MCI) C2313 Sennheiser Electronic C2228
Enco Systems C3036 Microboards Technology SL5005 SES World Skies SU823
ERI-Electronics Research C2032 Microsoft SL220, SL227 Shively Labs C3019
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AUDIT COMPASS

Audio Compass Navigator and P2P - Pointing the Way to Connectivity
Your Low -Cost Audio Over IP Software Solutions

What is Audio Compass?
Audio Compass is the perfect software solution for your station's or network's remote broadcasting needs. Consider Audio Compass for
sporting events, live remotes, remote talk show hosts, pre-recorded broadcasts and MORE. ISDN is obsolete and becoming more difficult
to find. Other options are expensive, requiring a "degree" in the setup and implementation of the software/hardware. Since Audio
Compass is purely software, once your computer is configured for connectivity (access to the Internet), Audio Compass just works!
Networks, stations and remote broadcasters need a new, reliable technology that will fill this void, at an affordable cost. Broadband
Internet connections, including wireless and wired are everywhere (well, almost). Allow Audio Compass to transfer low -delay, crystal-clear
audio from one location to another - IP Audio at its best. if you need a great remote broadcast solution, look no further! If you can

browse the web you can GO LIVE with Audio Compass.

Key Features of AC Navigator:
 See all Broadcast Locations in your Account Group - One Click and You're ONAIR
 Text -chat to all Members of Your Team, Instantly
 No Complex Configuration Required
 Nat Traversal Server
 UDP and TCP Support
 Support for LAN, WAN, Public Internet and 3G Wireless Networks
 Remotely Control Audio Switchers and Send Relay Closures via RS232 Serial Port
 Real -Time, Detailed Connection Statistics Window
 Direct Control Over the AC Audio Buffer (0 - 9999 ms), Providing the Greatest Flexibility for your Broadcast
 Choose from the G722, SPEEX and other Broadcast Quality Codecs. Check our Website for Continued Updates.
 Separate Send and Receive Audio Codecs

Try Audio Compass Today!
Software as a Service - Free Upgrades and Tech Support with a Low -Cost Annual Service Plan.
Ask us About our Site License Options.
Try the Audio Compass Free Trial for 30 days. Email info@audiocompass.com or call 883-62-PUDIO (28346) to Setup your Test
Account.

"Audio Compass is on the cutting edge of remote broadcasting and where you need to be if you are a forward thinking company.
Gone are the days of microwave shots and ordering 'SDN lines. There's a new world of remote broadcasting and the internet is where
it's at . Audio Compass is leading the way."
Al Camaione
Partner / Chief Information Officer
Atlantic Broadcasting Group

"Three years of using a Code to link up with the production studio for a two hour talk radio show that's broadcast across the country
was enough. However, when you add in the drops, and digital stutters it was maddening. When a production engineerfrom Langer

Broadcasting called me up and said 'We're gonna go a different route', I was skeptical. However, I downloaded the trial version of
Audio Compass and not only tested it with the procuction office, we did two shows with no ircident! I made the purchase of this

software and was thoroughly impressed with the attention given by Audio Compass Technical support in setting up th's computer
illiterate mouthpiece. Thanks Audio Compass!!! The sound quality and dependability will have me using this product for years!"

Rob Doherty
Outdoors this Week

Contact Information:
Sales and Support: 888 -62 -AUDIO (28346)

info(g)audiocompass.com www.audiocompass.com
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iPhone IP audio codec application
Tieline Technology

Booth C157
rt-IT Live: 1., opplica-
ows repo, Is and an-
rs to send live broadcast-
IP audio wirelessly from
note location to a Tieline
c in the studio. Report -IT Live

dcast live and record the broad -
the iPhone at the same time, so a
the live report can be kept. Record an

or report offline and then go live on the air later.
an also report live and play grabs from any recorded
w while on the air. Audio files can be forwarded in real
a Tieline codec in the studio for recording, or uploaded
to a news server with no codec required in the studio.
as designed and built the Report -IT Live hardware dock
parately)
88-211-6989; www.tieline.com; soles@tieline.com

ent management software
Digital Audio

h SU3502
o 2: Manreo 2 offers an open, scalable architecture

:lithe tools needed to simplify the cataloging, indexing,
ng and distribution of media. It is designed to maximize
ivity gains in asset management and the use of tich me-
ich in turn can be repurposed and published to platforms
Web portals and mobile devices. The system supoorts all
-standard formats, ingesting content, generating browse
enriching media through speech -to -text functionality, and
g easy access to media. It also now incorporates the new

orkflow Engine as well os the Hypercast Wa-ehouse
Irchiving tools, a flexible platform entirely dedicated to
Asset management. This powerful archiving manager at
rt of the system interfaces with acquisition, production,
ion and storage applications
6-638-4222; www.netia.net; j.mortin@netia.net

5e network cabling
Ivorks
h C8612
24: the MCat524 is

-based, multi -channel CAT-
iork cabling that eliminates
al cable runs, reducing the
d tear on equipment by utiliz-
rdy multipin connector instead
ndard RJ-45 connector, creating
d point-to-point secure connection.
tails are configured to support six channels
100/1000Base-T signals and equipment requiring four
r RJ-45. Tails are also available to support 12 channels
100Base-T utilizing cable sharing technology. These
re heavy-duty, yet small and light. Sections are available
s up to 250'.

800-642-9473; www.wireworks.com
info@wireworks.com

INTRODUCINGE'REd

SOMETHING SPECIAL
for your

Axia Unwire
IP-Audio network

at the NAB SHOW

iRoute
avewire

IP Audio Route Selector / Moni or

iRoute
for

WITH iRoute, YOU CAN TAKE
CONTROL OF YOUR AXIA LIVEWIRE
NETWORK WITHOUT A COMPUTER

OR ROUTING SOFTWARE

Monitor any audio on your Livewire network
via the built-in speaker, headphones or
analog & digital outputs

Instantly c range nultipie routes via the
front panel, web browser, GPI, TCP/IP
or serial port

View source stream statistics including
audio leve , strea it type, packet under -

runs, sequencing errors and more

See it at the NAB show - Booth 01146
/777)

AL4araVPIsyst-ems
(877) 44-PARAVEL  (871) 447-2728

www.paravelsystems.com

Paravel Systems is ai Officia Axia Hardware Development Partner
Axia and Livewire am, trademarks of TLS Corp. All rights reserved.

RauuiviugOnhne.com March 2010 33
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tessagec  sting software add-on
Broadcast Electronics
Booth C1628
TRECast: Broadcast Electronics' Message Manager
suite marketed under The Radio Experience RE) no of-
fers new functions for RBDS, HD Radio, the Internet and
Twitter. TRECast is a tool for creating instant unscheduled
messages such as weather warnings, news alerts, or even
live contest details to be delivered instantly to a single
station or group of stations. These messages can be
archived to a message clipboard for immediate access
by announcers at any time, and from any station in the
network for redistribution on RBDS, HD Radio, the Web
or Twitter. This is in addition to TRE's new social network
tagging capabilities, giving listeners the ability to receive
a station's now playing data as well as earmark songs
for purchase through the station's social networking feeds
such as Twitter and Facebook. Compatible with BE's
AudioVault and most other major automation systems, THE

messagecasting software enables operators to schedule
text messages in much the same way they would schedule
music, with a complete set of tools for generating and
tracking advertiser, as well as promotional messages.
217-224-9600; www.bdcast.com; bdcast@bdcast.com

Digital COFDM and analog
transmissions converter
Microwave Service Corporation
Booth C6419 let
Block Down Converters: Available in theo 2.0-
2.7GH. . Is w, . the UHF bands1450-85QMHzl,
Microwave Service Company's block down coneerters
are designed to convert digital C FDM and anaketrans-
missions to their
respective sig-

nal range. The
converter is a

single conver-
sion BDC with
low phase
noise and high
linearity. Its front

end features an
LNA and ce-
ramic filter that
delivers a 3.5dB noise figure with a minimum conversion
gain of 24dB. The UHF model also delivers a .3.5dB
noise figure with an overall typical conversion I in of
24dB. DC power can be supplied locally or r otely
via the coax to the IF output to both versions. k

781-662-5400; www.microwaveservice.cott
vt
122

DI.

LARC
We hear you. Loud and clear.

LOOK TO LARCAN FOR INNOVATIVE
IBOC FM SOLUTIONS - ENCORE SERIES

Designed with a difference to ensure the highest quality audio performance -

LARCAN's new Encore Series offers a superior range of IBOC FM translators.

Customer driven and purpose designed for optimum performance - we bring

you the best in IBOC FM broadcast technology. Encore, Applaud innovation.

We hear you. Loud and clear.

IBOC FM Translator
(Model DRT-01)

t Tel: 1-303-665-8000  Fax. 1-303-673-9900

www.larcan.com
Tel 1-905-564-9222  Fax: 1-905-564-9244

Email: sales@)larcan.com

Encore Series Features:

 Superior IBOC FM Performance & Coverage

 Extensive Power Range from 25W to 250W

 Broadband Design

 Frequency Agile

 Integrated Features & Adaptable

 Complete Solutions for Analog FM &

IBOC Digital Radio

 Innovative Design

34 March 2010 RadioMagOnline.com



AES digital to analog converter
Whirlwind
Booth C4342
AESDA: a A: DA provides AES digital -to -analog
converse,_ .while providing diagnostic analysis of the
incoming digital signal to help in troubleshooting signal
faults. It features 1100 balanced and 7.50 unbalanced
inputs. Dual function level meters display either digital
input signal level or analog output level. Dual function
LEDs display digital input information or signal condition/
fault type. It also features separate balanced XLR and
3.5mm headphone outputs; each output has its own
volume control.

800-733-9473; www.whirlwindusa.com
sales@whirlwindusa.com

Studio master clock sync generator
ATI Group
Booth C1720
MCDA- 208/WC 106: The Model MCDA-208/WC 106
contains an ultra -low jitter 192kHz studio master sync genera-
tor, two independent 1x4 AES/EBU digital audio distribution
amplifiers and a 1x6
clock distribution am-
plifier. It is designe
to give studios central-
ized control over their
digital audio signal
When used as a studio maIer clock, the
MCDA can generate an exceptionally stable 44. 1, 48, 88.2,
96, 176.4 or 192kHz clock reference for the purpose of
synchronizing all digital equipment. Automatic fallback allows
external sync signals to be used, with the internal generator
providing backup if external Timing is lost.

856-626-3480; www.atiamdio.com; sales@atiaudio.com

Four -bay broadband FM antenna
ERI-Electronics Research
Booth C2032
Rototiller Axiom: 'He tour -bay Axiom master FM antenna is a light -weight option as a main or auxiliary FM
antenna for multiple FM stations. It has been used to provide backup FM transmission fccilities for multiple FM sta-
tions in a single market area and as an emergency standby that can be deployed to restore service following a
facility disaster.

812-925-6000; www.ERlinc.com; sales@ERlinc.com

Coning to NM 2010
the NEXT level of OPTIMOD-FM

orb
www.orban.corn

Contact SCMS to discuss
Orban products and the

OPTIMOD 8600

www.scmsinc.com
1-800-438-6040

sales@scmsinc.corn

Mid South 1.877.391.2650

Central 1.731.695.1714
West Coast 1.866.673.9267
Mid West 1.513.899.3036

South Atlantic 1.770.632.1295

North East 1.315.623.7655

South West 1.210.775.2725

North Central 1.513.376.8600
Pro Audio 1.877.640.8205

Latin America 1.760.650.1427

Bradley Division 1.800.732.7665

RadioMagOnline.com March 2010 35



Portable recorder
Tascam

Booth SL1717
DR -2d: The DR -2d is a portable digital recorder

: ngs high -resolution recording to a compact
package. It offers up to 96kHz/24-bit audio
resolution, capturing WAV or MP3 files to SD

Card media. The new stereo condenser microphone
design has a 74dB signal-to-noise ratio for dynamic

recordings. The dual recording feature prevents
overload by recording a second track at lower level,

ensuring recordings won't be ruined by distortion. The
r -2d offers variable speed audition to slow down music

without changing the pitch. A metronome and digital
effects are also included, as well as an overdub feature
for sound -on -sound recording
323-726-0303; www.tascam.com; tascamlit@tascam.com

Dynamic stereo headphones
Hose Technology

Booth SL2507
HDC-800: HDC-800 head-
phones teature closed ear-
pieces for isolation and bass
response combined with a
collapsible, fold -flat design
for convenient storage. The
dynamic stereo headphones
employ 40mm drivers for
linear frequency response that

extends from 20Hz through
20kHz. Featuring a gold-

plated 3.5mm stereo plug and '/4" adaptor, the head-
phones ate outfitted with a 10' cable. An extra -wide
headband ensures comfort.

714-736-9270; www.hosatech.com
tee@hosatech.com

Printed acoustic panels
Acoustical Solutions
Booth C4937
Acoustiprint: Vith Acoustiprint acoustical panels, beautifully printed imager transform acoustical treatment into wall display
art. Decorate a station with customizable panels featuring station logos. Acoustiprint panels are Class 1 fire rated, NRC
rated at 0.85-1.15, available in custom sizes with various mounting systems and optional beveled or radius edges.

800-782-5742; www.acousticalsolutions.com; info@acousticalsolutions.com

Report smart

Microphone and recorder
in one unit. So simple. And yet
so much! Stunning features, easy
handling, incredible stamina. iXm, designed
for broadcasters worldwide - made in Germany.

r4'441i,

Heinrich-Hertz-Str. 1-3, D-40789 Monheim, Germany, Phone +49 2173 96730, www.yellowtec.com YELLOWTEC

March 2010 ThauloMagUiline.com
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Automated
closings
CGS Infographics-
Automation
Booth SU2602
Closenow: This Sy_.. ""'"
automates the collection --
and distribution of weather -

related school, business, church andiactivi closings. Desig

noted officials have the choice to submit a closing or delay
through an encrypted website log -in process, or through a
password -protected, touch-tone voice -prompt system. Clos-

ing information is made available for station personnel in a
Web browser interface. The system automatically updates
the information to one or multiple station websites. Closenow

also now has an automated voice synthesis feature to read
the closings on air. In addition, CGS offers an optional
service to deliver automated e-mail and/or text alerts to
subscribers. A listener can opt in to receive alerts on a
specific organization through a station's website

859-299-4081; www.cgsautomation.com
sales@cgsautomation.com

S.NOW
bcANe

=7.7:

- -

Free sound effects
Blastwave FX
Booth SL8813
Download Pack 1: -e Free Sound Effects Download
Pack 1 contains 68 fo,or ite sound effects selections from
40 Blastwave FX libraries. Sonic novelties include angry
goat bleating, bursting fireballs, robot footsteps, a pixie
dust fly -by, digital glitch, low frequency tremors and much
more. The 68 sound effects are available for all to use on
a royalty -free basis via a Creative Commons License.

www.blastwavefx.com; info@blastwavesfx.com

subminiature pushbuttons
NKK Switches
Booth N6425

actuation combineu

HB2 Series: The HB2
Series of subminiature
pushbuttons offer full -face

illumination and quiet
actuation. The compact
and contemporary se-
ries was developed
in response to desigt
engineers' requests for a

smaller version of NKKs
KPO1 Series of pushbut-

tons. HB2 Series switch-

es are SPST momentary

devices featuring quiet
a crisp tactile feedback. These

pushbuttons come standard with either red/green or red/
yellow bicolor built-in LEDs; the red/yellow combination can
be combined to produce amber illumination. The LEDs are
an integral part of the design and as a result, illumination
is evenly diffused throughout.

480-991-0942; www.nkkswitches.com
sales@nkkswitches.com

Digital audio mixer/router
Sonifex
Booth C2739
RB-DMX4: he Kb-DMX4 is a digital mixer capable
of mixing ui outing four mono input channels into four
mono outputs, or two stereo inputs into two stereo outputs.
The inputs are sample rate converted to allow sources
of different sam-
ple rates to be
mixed. The flex-

ble Mix Matrix
allows for a
wide variety of
mixing options
and creativity, using four blocks
of four-way DIP switches to select which inputs are
mixed or routed to which outputs. Each input has a trim
pot. Audio presence LEDs around each input button
give an indication of input audio level. There is one
LED for each channel. There are also four presence
LEDs around the monitor button that give an indication
of output level. Additional gain can be added by ac-
cessing the output gain mode

207-773-2424; www.sonifex.co.uk
info@independentaucio.com

Operate any 3 -phase broadcast transmitter

from a 1 -phase utility supply with the

Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 High efficiency output

 Maintenance free operation

 True 3 -phase. NOT open -delta

 Approved by all utilities

 Over 1000 TV and radio
stations rely on Phasemaster

Turn any location into a 3 -phase site within hours!

Save thousands cf dollars on utility line extensions

Recommended by leading transmitter manufacturers

Kay Industries
PHASEMASTER
Rotary Phase Converters

General Offices
604 N Hill St

South Bend. IN 46617

800-348-5257

574-289-5932 (tax

Western Region
4127 Bay St A6

Fremont, CA 94539

510-656-8766

510-657-7283 (taxi

The World Leaders in Single to Three -Phase Power Conversion

mr.v.kayind.com info@kayind.com

NAB booth # C1926
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Saturday April 10, 2010 Room
8 a.m. - 9 a.m. Audio over IP Tutorial: Part I IirX

4- .....-

9 a.m. - 9:10 am. Opening Remarks / 11111
INIIM.

9:10 a.m. - 10 a.m. Audio over IP Tutorial: Part II 10410 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. Next Generation EAS

10:45 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Considerations for Adding Mobile DTV to a Broadcast Station
SBE Ennes
Workshop

11:30 a.m. - Noon

1 p.m. - 2 p.m.

SMPTE Update 8219
Management/Media Skills and the Future of Broadcast Engineering

3 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. HD Radio Update

3:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. Wireless Mics after the DTV Transition

4 p.m. - 4:45 p.m. Impacts of 3-D Television on Video and Broadcasting

4:45 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Reorganization of Broadcast Workflows

unday April 11, 2010 Room
9 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference Opening Session and Keynote 8219
9:30 ,1 '11 '() ,i :1, AM IBOC Update

Digital Radio: 10 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. When and How Will Terrestrial Radio Go Digital in Europe?

Advancements 10:30 a.m. - 11 a.m. Electronic Program Guide Field Trial: How HD Radio EPG Works $219
in Technology 11 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Laboratory Test Results of Digital Radio Technologies, DAB, DAB+, T-DMB Audio and HD Radio

11:30 a.m. - Noon Digital Power Enhancement for DRM

2:30 pm. - 3 p.m. HD Radio Sideband Power Boost: Your Questions Answered

3 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Planning for the Increase in Digital Power for FM HD Radio Signals

FM Digital
Radio

3:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. Extending Your HD Radio Footprint

4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Practical Tools for HD Radio 8228
4:30 p.m. - 5 p.m. HD Radio, the Way Forward

5 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Translators and Boosters - What You Need to Know

5:30 p.m. - 6 p.m. Putting the IBOC Quality Metric to the Test

Monday April 12, 2010 Room

I All -industry Opening and Keynote Barron
10:30 a.m. - 11 a.m. The Smart Site: Integrating Intelligence into all Facets of the Broadcast Facility

Radio
Facilities

11 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Reducing Operation Costs with Better Monitoring and Control of Transmitter Facilities S226
11:30 a.m. - Noon Radio in a Cloud

1 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. LANs, and Drivers and Fares - Oh My!

1:30 p.m. - 2 p.m. Extending AolP to the Transmitter

2 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Beyond Automation - Intelligent Software Design For Live Assist Applications
IP Audio for

Radio
2:30 p.m. - 3 p.m. VoIP in the Broadcast Studio 5228
3 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Going National: Special Considerations for Large Scale Deployments of Audio over IP

3:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. An Introduction to IEEE 802.1 AudioNideo Bridging for Radio Broadcasters

4 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Point -to -Point Audio Distribution: It's Not Just Satellite Anymore

Tuesday April 13, 2010 Room
9 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. Emerging Bonded Meta -Data Applications Accessible Radio Services

9:30 a.m. - 10 a.m. Saving Lives with FM Radio -Based Mass Notification

Radio Data 10 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. The Benefits of Using FM RBDS Data in Integrated Public Alert and Warning

Services 10:30 a.m. - 11 a.m. Do More with RDS Data 8228

11 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Providing Media -Rich Content Using Digital Radio

11.30 am - Noon Enhanced Radio Broadcasting: Next-gen Features for Connected Devices

12:30 p.m. - 2 p.m. Radio Luncheon .. Barron
1 p.m. - 2:15 p.m. The New FCC Database: A Sneak Preview N232
2:30 p.m. - 3:45 p.m. The Washington Face-off N250
1 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. Poor Man's Method of Moving Audio

1:30 p.m. - 2 p.m. Satellite Distribution of HD Radio and Analog FM using HDC

2 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Maximizing the Reliability of Studio -to -Transmitter Links for Radio

2 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Indoor Noise Conditions in the FM Broadcast Band
Radio Case

Studies
3 p.m. - 3:30 p m. Case Study: PRSS Next Generation Content Delivery SIM
3:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. Radio Living in a Multimedia World

4 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Detuning in the MOM Era

4:30 p.m. - 5 p.m. Telephones in Your Studio or Newsroom: Big Changes Coming

5 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Power Quality in Communications Facilities

AIR S228...
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Wednesday April 14, 2010 Room

Disaster
Preparedness,

9 a.m. - 10 a.m. Are You Prepared -or a DisasterN?
---

S228

Barron

Recovery and
Security

10 a.m. - Noon Putting the Final T)uches on Next -Generation EAS Panel

Technology Luncheon

2 p.m. - 2:30 p.m ,;.)aces and an Introduction to the New Networ<s Being Built with Them

Spectrum
Issues for

Broadcasters

2:30 p.m. - 3 p.m. Wireless Microphone Testing for White Space Proceeding in Mid -own Manhattan

3 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. What Wireless Mic Users Need To Know about White Spaces one the 700 MHz Band N26
3:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. Radio Communications in Today's Complex RF World

4 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Broadcast Operat on and Co -existence in the White Space Era

130 p.m. - 5 p.m. Spectrum Issues janel Session

6 p.m. - 8 p.m. Amateur Radio Operators Reception Ballroom B

Thursday April 15, 2010 Room

9 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. Sustainable Facilities and LEED Certificabon: A Broadcaster's Guide

Green 9:30 a.m. - 10 a.m. Building a LEED. WEEE. and RoHS Facili-y

Technologies 10 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Hollywood East: Home of Sustainable Production

for 10:30 am. - 11 a.m. Best Practices to, the Design of Facilities
S226

Broadcasters 11 a.m. - 11:30 a.m

11:30 a.m. - Noon

HD Quality Energi Efficient. Low Heat Broadcast Lightinc

Alternative Power Options for Broadcasters

Advanced Wattchman Monitor®/Alarm
For Analog and Digital Broadcasting

The Model 81094 is the first in a series of Internet/Intranet accesible
Advanced Wattchman Wattmeter/Alarm systems that will monitor
both forward and reflected power in two transmission lines with only
one controller. Unlike previously available systems that needed one
controller for each transmission line, the Advanced Wattchman will
monitor two lines (4 ports). The front panel display shows power on
both systems simultaneously. Operating conditions may also be
displayed on a PC from any location on the Internet/Intranet.

It is designed to work with a series of specialized line sections from
7/8" to 6-1/8" and standard Coaxial Dynamics elements for either
analog or digital applications.

Coaxial Dynamics 6800 Lake Abram Drive  Middleburg Hts, OH 44130

Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 800 -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales@coaxial.com  www.coaxial.com

THE FUTURE OF RADIO

HAS ARRIVED.

THIS IS
ITS CARD.

Meet the ASI8914 FCI tuner adapter with HD Radio'

technology. Receive and record four different digital

HD Radio 'channels from a single antenna input.

Record in PCM, MPEG-1 Layer 2 and MP3. Each tuner

can decode and stream the HD Radio Program

Associated Data (PAD) data and RDS/RBDS data for

analog FM. HD Radio' multi -cast is supported, allowing

the audio and PAD stream to be switched between the

Main Program Service (MPS) and Secondary Program

Services (SPS) under software control. Are you ready

for the future of radio? The ASI8914 is ready for you.

For information, cal, +1-302-324-5333 or email us at

salesasi@audioscience.com.

 Up to 4 cnannels of
HD Radic audio/
data capture

 MRX technology for
independent sample
rates (8 - 48Hz) for
each stream

 Up to 8 cards in one
system

 Windows XP/Server
2003/Windows 7
and Linux software
drivers available

HO Ulm). $5 a prop..,), Di,' to,P

($MVAli www.audioscience.com 40..facilar
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Read what our users say...
KJDL, Lubbock, TX

" I like (Xtreme) a lot! Once we got things together we never have any problems. (Xtreme) is a 9 out of
10 for usability. It didn't take me long to figure out, I picked up most of the major (features) in the first
day. (The Xtreme) is user-friendly for all involved."

Jessie Walker, Program Director

DMS Broadcasting, San Francisco, CA

" When we started, we were jumping into something we knew nothing about! We calledyour tech sup-
port & within a day they had a solution. It was miraculous. They helped us get wired up & set up. (Tech
Support) had a positive & upbeat attitude. They went above & beyond!"

David Trudrung, General Manager & Co-owner

WDHC, Berkley Springs, WV

" We are absolutely pleased. I especially like the game scheduling feature, it works great for Mountain-

eer West Virgnia University games. I rate it a 9 because we can schedule 2 games simultaneously &
flip flop when there are rain delays. It works great for sports talk!'

Mike Hurst, Engineer

KSVL,

"/ love (Xtreme)! We've been running (Xtreme) fora year & a half every single day & we give it a 10! It's
easy to learn & use. Good support & it's dependable!"

George Lemait, Station Manager

KSMZ, Alexander, AR

"Xtreme has more flexibility, sounds better & has fewer problems then our stations running (other auto-

mation systems). It's easier to program & a 9 compared to other programs out there."
Scott Gray

and MANY more...

Join the hundreds...
... of others on air with Digilink-Xtreme, the best automation system in Radio. Full fea-

tured, it is easy to install, use, and maintain. Best of all, it is easy to buy. Choose from
either the no contract $100 per month 'Solutions Program' from Arrakis Systems or buy
'Xtreme-Complete' outright for only $6,500 from Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW)

www. akis-systems.com



730 ext 309

WHY PAY A FORTUNE

FOR AUTOMATION ?

Knigtonde

Crwn 19'5678]

Digilink-Xtreme
only $11110 per month

support, training, upgrades

the best automation in Radio, period !

970-461-0



TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

NACIP
Simplifying codec connections

Can your box play
nice with dozens
of other codecs?

s IP codecs become more and more familiar around the
broadcast plant, and their use becomes more common -

lace, it's only natural to expect that one day you might
want to make an audio-over-IP connection with some entity that
has a different brand of codec than you do. This was certainly
a selling point with some ISDN codec manufacturers, and now
is becoming one with IP codec manufacturers as well.

In 2006, some German vendors and broadcasters put forth
the idea that interoperability between IP codecs was desir-

By Doug Irwin,
CPBE AMD

able, and soon
thereafter the EBU

formed a group (N/
ACIP) to establish audio compatibility over IP standards with
two main objectives. The first was interoperability of devices
from different manufacturers, and the second was to provide
guidelines to broadcasters for the introduction of audio contri-
bution over IP. I'll investigate what N/ACIP means and how
it can benefit us.

s
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wko FM TRANSMITTERS
BROADCAST

All transmitter powers with the best
quality price ratio
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EM2000 is a 2000W FM transmitter node
up of the EM 25 DIG exciter (or EM 20/30 exciter) and the
AM 2000 FM amplifier. AM 2000 includes eight 300W nigh -
efficiency MOSFET technology amplifying modules, fed by 2
independent switching power supplies, which ore mode to
withstand the working conditions. The omplifiying modules
work independently thanks to a powe- combining structure
that provides high isolation between them.

OMB AMERICA
factory and laboratories
phone. (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA

OMB EUROPA From septe-nber in:

departomento comercial
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
ftyda. Son Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA

50410 Zaragoza, ESPANA

f6brico y laboratorio
telefono. 902-187878
fox. 902-187878
Pol. Ind. Centrovfa C/Poraguay, 6
LA MUELA

50196 Zaragoza, ESPAINA

-
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MT/MR PLATINUM 1GHz
is a high-pertormance Studio-lo-Tronsmitter s made
up of the 5W MT transmitter externally sYnthesized n 10MHz
sub -bonds with a step of 100KHz, and tse MF double
conversion receiver, that is externally s-nthesized bo. The
MT is microprocessor controlled, and includes IC.0 display
for the vistximtion of the most relevant tralsrnision paometers
(frequency ,5 -digit), forward and reflected power, n-oeulotion
level), balanced Mono, Sterec (MPX). -he MR reirewer has
the same v-suolization system as the trc nsm tier. f -rcludes
balanced M.ono and Stereo (MPX) outputs. Fuoheyrore, the
MT/MR Platinum STI. includes a jumpsr it orde- -a get o
proper operation with digital signols.

EM 10000 is .10000W FM tronsrnttermocs
up of the EM 2-93COMPACT DIG exciter and three contrcl units
whicF combine tin power of six AM 2000 FM empliriers. AM
2000 includes zip -it 300W high -efficiency MOSFET tmhr ologg
ampliying module . fed by 2 independent switching owe suoplie!,
whichore made ederdhstond the working conditions. The cmdifiying
modues works indspendertly thanks too power combining styucturr_
that provides highiisolation between them.
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N/ACIP
Standards

The inte-operability standards in N/ACIP
are based on two different aspects of codec

operation. First, for a codec to meet the stan-
dards, it has to include at minimum the following codec
algorithms: G.71 1, G.722 and MPEG1/2 layer II. In

addition, the unit in question must also support plain old

PCM (not the AES/EBU data stream we are accustomed to).
For the MPEG Layer II codec, many bit-rate/sampling-rate
combinations are mandatory, as seen in Figure 1.

In addition to the required codecs and PCM, there are
recommended codecs: MPEG4 MC, MPEG4 MC LD,
and MPEG1/2 Layer III with various bit-rate/sampling-
rate combinations, as seen in Figure 2.

Bit Rate (kb/s)

2561-
320
384

16kHz*
Sampling Rate

24kHz* 32kHz 48kHz
M
M
M
M M
NA

M
M
M
M

M
M
M
M

M, JS, S

M, JS, S

M, JS, S

M, JS, S

S

S

IL Frame Too Large
Ir Frame Too Large

M
M
M
M

M, JS, S

M, JS, S

M, JS, S

M, JS, S

S

S

S

S
 MPEG-2 t Optional for portable equipment
M = mono, JS = joint Stereo, S = stereo

Figure 1. N/ACIP bit-rate/sampling-rate combinations for Layer II. Mandatory rates are
shown in bold.

CONTENT IS EVERYTHING

HD FM AM ETHERNET RS232 TEL EBU DI.IITAL ANALOG TSL ENHA4CED APT -X`" 24 -BIT 22.5 KHZ AC DC
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Another one of the interoperability standards describes
the means by which the packets are built up by the
encoder. The N/ACIP compliant device must use RTP
(real-time transport protocol), which uses UDP for its

transport method. User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is the
connectionless transport method used in IP, as opposed
to TCP, which is the connection -oriented transport
method in IP. Whereas TCP allows for the retransmis-

sion of lost packets, UDP does not; any error correction
methodologies {such as forward error correction) must
be implemented by the application running on top of
UDP. A UDP data stream has less overhead than TCP,
so in that sense at least, it provides a more efficient use
of available bandwidth.
Another aspect of the operation of a N/ACIP-

compliant codec is the use of SIP to establish a session

Bit Rate (kb/s)

32

40

48

56

64
80

Sampling Rate
16kHz* 24kHe 32kHz 46kHz

M
M M M
M M M

r.1 M M
M M MMr M M M

Mr m M, JS, S M, JS. S

Milimumws_.. M M, JS, S M. JS, S

1111......i. M, JS, S M, JS, S

M, JS, S M, JS, S

S S

"Pr imimminip S S

r Large Frame S

I  MPEG-2 t Opt onal for portable equipment
M mono. JS = joint stereo. S = stereo

Figure 2. N/ACIP bit-rate/sampling-rate combinations for Layer III, AAC and AAC-LD.
Mandatory rates are shown in bold.

* Drm
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NAB SHOW
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www.contelec.com sales@contelec.com (214) 381-7161
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NACIP
between two endpoint devices (i.e., two
audio-over-IP codecs).

SIP
What is SIP? Let's take a look at SIP and see why its

use makes sense, along with some particulars about
how it works.

SIP stands for Session Initiation Protocol. It's an applica-
tion layer protocol that is agnostic about what transport
layer it runs on top of - for example it will work with either
UDP or TCP. The job of SIP is the creation, modification
(if needed) and termination of sessions between two
endpoints - which would be two IP codecs. By the way,
in the parlance of SIP, these endpoints are also known
as UAs (user agents).

Consider this common scenario, which should clarify
the advantage to using SIP.

Say you are a news reporter, and your typical means of
communicating with your HQ is by way of an IP codec
that can work over wired networks or Wi-fi networks. As
you move around and connect to various networks, your
IP codec will necessarily have to get a new IP address
every time (likely by way of DHCP). For HQ to initiate a
connection with you, it would have to have an updated
IP address each and every time you moved.

This would be like using a cell phone that had its number
change every time you got into a different cell. Not very
practical - you'd be tough, if not impossible, to reach.

With SIP, your codec gets a URI (Uniform Resource
Identifier). This looks and sounds very much like a Web
address, probably because SIP is modeled on HTTP.
The format of the URI is SIP:username©domain.com. For

our example then, say our news reporter has a URI of
SIP:newsguy@bignewsnetwork.com. Every time newsguy
gets on a different network, his codec registers its new
IP with a registrar server that functions very much like a
DNS server. (HQ could very well be hosting its own SIP
server, which, among other things, performs the registrar
server duties. This server would live on the public side of
a firewall on the network.) When HQ wishes to contact
newsguy, it does so by dialing his URI on the codec at
HQ. SIP uses the updated information in the registrar
server to come up with the actual IP.

Aside from putting the two endpoints in contact with one
another, SIP also sees to it that they agree on the codec
to be used, thus assuring that they actually do pass audio
from one end to the other. After the session is established,
SIP goes idle; the two endpoints connect directly with
one another for the actual passage of the payload data.
Once the session is over, SIP is also used to tear down
the link and effectively end the communications.

.k pplications
Jo, tO review, the standards for N/ACIP interoper-

ability are just these: each device must use RTP over
UDP in building the packets; audio must be sent using

USB Audi0 177:lace

Now with everything on board: Incredible audio perfomance.
PC and MAC support. AES3 and balanced analog.
Fully USB powered. Precision aluminum body. Broadcast ready.
Just PUC'n'PLAY. German engineering made affordable.
Check today!

Heinrich-Hertz-Str. 1-3, D-40789 Monheim, Germany, Phone +49 21 73 96730, www.yellowtec.com YELLOWTEC
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N/ACIP Rundown

one of three codecs or PCM; and the initiation
and termination of sessions between endpoints is
done via SIP.

Most of the major codec manufacturers offer N/
ACIP compliance in their product lines.

The ubiquitous nature of the Internet opens up many

new possibilities for unique programming elements
at a radio station. For news/talk stations: Need to
send talent off to the war zone? For CHR stations:
What about an impromptu interview with talent that
is touring overseas? For sports stations: Dead audio
pairs in the locker room? With the ever-increasing
number of IP codecs in existence oround this country
and overseas, N/ACIP compliance is an important
feature to consider when outfitting your own station
with an IP codec or two. Sure, when you buy a pair
of them, you're going to buy both from the same
manufacturer; but when connecting on the
spur of the moment to a location you
never heard of that morning, knowing
your box can talk with many of the
dozens of codecs out there already
is going to increase your chances
of success.

Irwin is transmission systems supervisor
for Clear Channel NYC and chief engineer
of WKTU, New York. Contact him at
doug@dougirwin.net.
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Which IP codecs support NiACIK Here's a list of several.

 AETA
AETA was an early participant in N/ACIP compatibility.

 Comrex
A 2009 firmware release for its A:cess IF codecs makes them
N/ACIP compatible.

 Digigram
The lqoya link is N/ACIP compatible.

 Mayah Communications
The Cl I series codecs, Sporty and :lashman are N/ACIP compatiple.

 MDO UK
The Audio -TX STL-IP is compatible with N/ACIP.

 Musicam USA
The Suprima LC, Road Warrior and Suprimax are N/ACIP
compatible.

 Orban
The Opticodec 7600 is N/ACIP compatible.

41111111  Telos Systems
The Zephyr/IP is N/ACIP compliant.

 Tieline Technology
All IP codecs are N/ACIP compatible.

 Worldcast Systems APT
APT was an early adopter anc participant of the
N/ACIP standard and .upply die Worldnet Oslo,

Worldcast Equinox, Eclipse anc Meridian as fully
compliant codecs.

RF
5pccioltiec®

Group
STL/RPU Sysalif

EDGAB&V
500 roorosioNALs

OWL
,.fldi ig SystemsYou clog 001141

°NIit
HD Mom o

Audio Processing

T-1 and IP Audio conE'

Rem

Serving Broadcasters for 28 years!

Cqpittuilerir hasers, At Us

Call your nearest RF Specialties Office:

RFSCA San Diego CA Steve 619-501-3936

RFSCA Las Vegas NV Bill 8E8-737-7321

RFSWA Mukilteo WA Walt 4;5-210-9196

RFSWA Vancouver WA Bob 8(0-735-7051

RFSTX Amarillo TX Don & Mo 800-537-1801

RFSTX Dallas TX Wray &:8-839-7373

RFSMO Kansas City MC Chris 800-467-73:3

RFSMO Ray /sore MC John 877-331-49:0

RFSMO Rid- mond IN Rick 888-966-1990

RFSPA Ebensburg PA Dave 866-736-37:6

RFSPA Pittsburg- PA Ed 866-412-7373

RFSPA Philadelphia PA Phil 888-737-44.2

RFSGA Thomasville GA Chris 800-476-89L3

RFSGA Crestview FL Bill 850-621-36E0

FFSGA Murray KY Dave 270-767-764
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FACILITY SHOWCASE

The KUNV air studio
- an identical studio
in the facility will
serve as the control
room for a future
HD Radio channel.

KUNV returns to
the campus of the

University of Nevada,
Las Vegas as part of the
Greenspun Hall project.

By David Reese
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For the pilisrb years, KUNV has been housed in an office

complex a few blocks from the campus of UNLV. WF ile the

facility was adequate (the pre.ious tenant being another Las

Vegas radio station), the distance between the station and campus

kept student involvemert to a minimum and didn't allow the station to

become an active member of the campus corrmunity. KUNV is licensed

by the Nevada System of Higher Education Board of Regents and is

operated by UNLV under the Journalism and Media Studies program,

so a greater campus presence has long been desired. The University

received a $37 million donation from the Greenspun Family Foundation

for a project that ultimately became almost a $94 million public/private

enterprise to build Greenspun Hall, which would house the various units

that make up the Greenspun College of Urban Affairs as well as KUNV

and UNLV-TV. Construction of the building began in January 2007 and

the various academic units would move intc the building early in the

fall semester of 2008. The radio facilities mcved in late August 2009,

about a year after the building opened, while the television facilities

were being completed in November 2009.
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Back to School

The KUNV news booth is adjacent to the air studio.

Designing for radio
The radio complex was de-

signed around a three -studio
concept, which was similar to
the old facility. The on -air studio
and an identical production studio
are located at opposite ends of
one hallway, while a large perfor-
mance studio is situated between
them. The performance studio has
its own recording control room and
isolation booth and also serves
as an interview studio. One chal-
lenge of the project was to build
a modern, state -of -the art facility,
yet keep the design simple enough
for students and community volun-
teers who would be involved in
the station's operation. Another
challenge was to build a radio
station within an environment
that served other purposes and
would probably be nosier than your typical
radio facility. And a final challenge was to
recover some of the old equipment, but in
such a way that the old facility would stay
operational until a seamless switch could
be made to the new facility.

111

COWEIECICEIa.

Broadcasters have counted on ESE precision master clocks
and timing -related products for over 35 years. ESE products
accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a choice of
GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time.

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a vast
universe of timing systems that are designed for easy
installation, set-up and operation.

Measure
and 4,:44-01*

.miLit with

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com

NAB booth C6437
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Looking into the performance studio from the
recording control room

broadcast area. The studio walls are
splayed to lessen sound reflections and
standing waves, acoustic foam and
diffusion panels are liberally used, and
widow partitions are sealed double -glass.
In addition, each stud a area is essentially
a box-within-a-oox. The studio floors float
on neoprene isolators and :eiling and
walls are separate from the main building
structure. Studio doors are STC-50 rated
and feature Cam Lift hinges arid magnetic
seal plates to provide a positive seal in
the closed position.

Each of the studios at KUNV was built
around Omnirax studio furniture. We
felt this broadcast furniture was ergo-
romically friendly, aesthetically pleasing
and sturdily built. The furniture follows a
typical U-shaped plan, but Nas custom
designed to fit the size and shape of the
room housing it and the equipment em-
ployed in that studio. Three HP L2045w
20" LCD TV monitors are stand mounted
behind the control surface to provide a
display for the Encc automation, Axia

The radio studios were designed and built with sound system and general Internet nformation. Because the
proofing considerations in mind. The Russ Berger Design entire broadcast facility was cfesigned to bean IP audio
Group provided acoustical and interior design for the based operation, the Axia Livewire system with Element

STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

THE ALL NEW AF-SH1 FEATURES:
 Integral Long -Life VCA Siereo Level Control

 Balanced or Unbalanced Inputs

 Switch -Selectable Input Sensitivity

 Switch -Selectable Mono (_eft) or Sterao Operation

 Amplifier To Dive High o- Low Impedance Headsets

 Convenience of APPFLEX T" Mounting Possibilities

Shown in AFM-DC1N tabletop chassis

The AF-SH1 is part of the group of versatil?, APPFLEX products from Radio Design Labs. These modules
combine advanced circuitry, durable all -metal construction, attractive RDL ULTRASTYLE T"^ colors and
versatile mounting possibilities. APPFLEX modules are ready to drop in a cabi let, chassis or panel cutout.
Numerous ULTRASTYLE wall mounting accessories and tabletop chassis are optionally available to
facilitate system design.
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Back to School

A recording control room is part of KUNV's performance studio.

control surfaces was selected for the on -air, production,
and news booth studios.

For our digital playback and automation, we chose
Enco's DAD with Presenter. This was a major change
in our operation as we had previously played back our
music from CD. Prior to our move, more than 75,000
songs were digitized to provide a library for our jazz
and other programming formats. We chose the Enco

The KUNV performance studio

digital delivery system because it could
handle a large database and provided
several other features we desired, such as

easy remote access and control and smooth integra-
tion with NPR's Content Depot. The Enco system also
had an interface display that could be kept simple for
our community volunteer operators. These studios also
house a Tascam CD-RW901SI. recorder, which provides
both a back-up playback source should the Enco system
suffer a catastrophic failure and air check recording for
the announcers.

Full line of HD Radio Accessories:
Circulators, Mask Filters,
Reject Tuners, and
Rigid Components.

MASTER FM DUAL
INPUT HD ANTENNA

I A 111 RI, CI 11
UF111, 1- r:.?AND

Mode in USA
since 1954

VISIT US AT'
NAB BOOTH

#C2607- P-4

JSHD DUAL INPUT HD RCA 10dB HIGH
SIDEMOUNT ANTENNA LEVEL HD INJECTOR

JAM PRO ANTENNAS/RF SYSTEMS, INC. - J. :A 292880  Sacramento, CA 92829 USA  Phone (916)383-1177  Fax (916) 383-1182  Toll Free (866) 452-6770  www.iampro W. b/OR O Solutions
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The performance studio from the other side of the room

We also chose Shure SM-7B microphones throughout
the facility because of their flat, wide -range frequency
response, exceptional rejection of electromagnetic hum,
and minimum coloration of off -axis sound, which greatly
helps announcers who tend to wander off mic. The Mika
Yellowtec mic arms provide a neat, pleasing studio look
as well as stable control of the microphone position.
Genelec monitors were also used throughout the facility
with the 8040A bi-amplified model most prevalent. Sony
MDR -7506 headphones and a Presonus HP4 headset amp
provide personal monitoring in each of these studios. The
on -air studio looks into a news booth, which is equipped
similar to the other studios, but on a smaller scale.

ALTRONIC RE rRCH IN
Performance B 'esign

Designing for performance
The performance studio is intended to be the site of

many live and ,ive-to-recoiling performances tapping
into the available musicians who make Las Vegas their
home or performing base. The recording control room
houses a Yamaha 02R96 console and is designed for
7.1 surround sound production with seven Genelec
8040A monitors and a 7050B active sub woofer. Edit-
ing can be ac:omplished with Adobe Audition 3.0
and a Sony 32" WEGA LCD flat panel d splay stand -
mounted directly behind the audio console. Additional
audio sources can be handled in this studio with a
Tascam DA -40 DAT recorder and MD -3.50 MiniDisc
recorder along with a Marantz PMD325 CD, Denon
DN-780R cassette, and Gemini XL -120 turntable.

-11111=1111k

RF DUMMY LOADS
for ALL YOUR

APPLICATIONS *

 AIR-COOLED  HDTV
 HD  WATER-COOLED

* Use this code:
NAB201OR

for a one-time
special discount

(,,c, deal.")

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
E-mail: infogaltronic.corn Web Site: http://www.altronic.cam

P.O. Box 249 Yellville. Arkansas 7268" 870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449
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Back to School

A small edit suite (Edit A) utilizes repurposed equipment
from the old KUNV facility.

In addition to musical performances,
the performance studio is designed for
interview programs. A custom-built inter-
view table has ample room for a host
and three guests with Rode NT2000
microphones at each location on Mika
Yellowtec arms and a Rane HC 6S
headphone amp centered and flush
mounted in the table top. Normally posi-
tioned to look directly into the recording
control room, the interview table can be
rolled to the side of the studio when a
musical performance is under way. The
performance studio also houses a baby
grand piano and has an isolation booth
for drums or soloists depending on the
recording requirements.

Two edit suites were built using mostly
repurposed equipment from the old facility.
Centered around Mackie mixers (1642
and 1202 VLZ models), the suites have
Electro-Voice RE20 microphones, JBL
Control 5 monitors, Telos One telephone
interfaces, Denon DN-C635 CD players,
Tascam DA -30 MKII DAT recorders and
some additional miscellaneous equip-
ment. Production work is accomplished
using Adobe Audition 3.0. Although the
edit suites were intended primarily for
student production projects, they also
provide KUNV with additional studio
spaces for basic voice-over production
or telephone interviews.

A central TOC is shared by both radio
and television and houses 46 Stantron
Broadcast E -Rack units; each 45RU x
36" D. Radio equipment currently is

Equipment List
Adobe Audition 3.0
Axia Livewire
Broadcast Electronics 10S
Denon DN-780R
Electro-Voice RE -20
Enco DAD, Presenter
Gemini XL -120
Genelec 8040A, 7050B
Mackie VLZ 1202, VLZ 1642
Marantz PMD325
Omnia 6 EXI, One
Omnirax furniture
Presonus HP4
Rane HC6
Rode NT2000
Russ Berger Design Group,
acoustic design

Shure SM-7B
Sony MDR -7506
Stantron E -Rack
Tascam CD-RW901SL. DA -40.

MD -350
Yamaha 02R
Yellowtec Mika
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located in four racks with additional racks
available for future expansion or new
equipment. Wiring throughout the facility
is carried in over -head wire trays and is a
combination of fiber, coax, and CAT -6. To
transport audio and data from the studio
facilities to the transmitter location, we
chose a Dragon Wave Horizon Compact
system. With 300Mb/s throughput, this
system allows us to transport our digital
audio stream uncompressed from a local
Axia node to another node at our nearby
mountaintop transmitter site. From there an
AES connection runs to on Omnia 6 EXI,
which not only processes our analog signal,
but will also act as an HD I processor for our
main channel. An Omnia One will handle
the HD2 processing, which is scheduled
to be on -air next summer. Finally a BE 10S

The KUNV newsroom

transmits our signal through a three -bay
antenna located on Black Mountain, giving us city
grade coverage of the Las Vegas valley and most of
Henderson, NV.

As a broadcaster, it isn't often you get the opportunity
to have a say in building a new radio station from
the ground up and when you do the process can be
daunting, but when the finished facilities meet the goals

and expectations of all involved it's a great feeling.
Today, KUNV serves the UNLV campus and the Las
Vegas community from state-of-the-art facilities and it
truly is a great feeling.

Reese is general manager of KLAIV 91.5 FM, Las Vegas.

Photos by Ginger Bruner.

FACILITY FOCUS
The technology behind KUNV

Omnirax Innova Furniture

4%fig4t,

The 10 -studio Omnirax
Innova installation
at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas
furnished both KUNV
Radio and UNLV
TV. This project
followed the Omnirax

proven formula of close collaboration with both the
management staff at UNLV and the engineers and
integrators at Azcar Technologies. Azcar provided
the rough furniture layouts, to which Omnirax applied
its signature design concept rendered as 3D images
for client approval. The custom components were
then built and fit -tested in the Omnirax shop be -ore
shipping to UNLV to be assembled by an Omnirax
technician, working alongside Azcar personnel,
making for a swift and seamless integration. Omnirax
is currently completing an installation at anothe- Las
Vegas facility. KLVX, the local PBS TV affiliate. What
happens in Vegas, doesn't have to stay in Vega;.

www.omnirax.com
800-332-3393

Axia Audio 1? -Audio
Axia Audio is the premiere bJilder
of Ethernet -based professio ial
IP-Audio prods cts for
broadcast and comrr ercial
audio applicati ins, wth
over 1,500 studios or -
air worldwide. Along Nith
the popular Element 2.0 mo lular console for on-ar,
production. au iio wo-kstations and personal studbs.
Axia products nclude digita audio routers, intercom
systems, DSP mixers and p-ocessors, and software
for configuring managing and interfacing networked
audio systems With more than 1.500 Axia studios on

Element 2.0 cons3les are proven winners. FeaLires
include voice and headphor e processing by Omn a.
automatic mix -minus, an eight -channel Virtual Mixr
tat combines multiple audiD streams for single -fader
control, motorized faiers, built-in control for Telos phone
systems. and Show Profiles that instantly recall tal ant's
favorite settincs. Custom-si!ed from 2 to 40 faders,
single -frame o- split-'rame configurations available.

www.axiaaudio.com
216-241-7225
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Broadcasting the
COLORADO

* SYMPHONY()
ORCHESTRA

Mike Pappas heads up a recording and broadcast of the CSO,
featuring Yo -Yo Ma, with Colorado Public Radio

By Candace Horgan

novel ways of addressing potential budget shortfalls.
In addition to across-the-board pay cuts, the CSO teamed with
Colorado Public Radio for a three-day pledge drive that culminated
with a concert with acclaimed cellist Yo -Yo Ma.

CPR broadcast the CSO/Yo-Yo Ma concert live to 22 radio sta-
tions in Colorado in DTS Neural 5.1 Surround. All told, the drive
raised more than $600,000.

When the CSO looked into having the concert broadcast, it

selected someone it worked with before, Mike Pappas. Pappas
has been recording "forever" in his own words. "I sold my car
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INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST
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WVRC-8 WEB and Voice Dial -up Remote Control
The WVRC-8 provides a cost-effective, one rack -unit solution for web based status, silence sensor. tempera:ure sensor and power failure input can be

and/or recordable voice response dial -up transmitter site control. Each analog, configured to dial -out and/or email up to four individual email add-esses
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Site Sentinel' 16
Web -based 16 channel Site Remote Control System.
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WVRC-4 WEB and Voice Dial -up Remote Control
Tne RC -4 provides a cost-effective, half -rack solution for web based and/or

recordable voice response dial -up transmitter site control.

I/O Sentinel" 4
Web -enabled four logic/status input,
`our relay output module

Re lay SentinelTM
Web -based Three -relay Module

Schedule Sentinel'
110We,b- Event duler rat:

Stat s Senti ITN 1P0
Web -enabled 16 -input status/logic module

Status Sentinel"
Web -enabled Three -input Status/Logic
Moskle

ROJO y Se,Operm
eb-enabled sixteen open

relay module

NIP

1111,1411, RC, V?

Site Sentine;TM 4
Web -based Four chanr el Site Remote Control System.

VAD-2 Plus
Voice Alarm Dialer
The tinyTOOLS VAD-2 PILE, is a

user programmable. dual status

input multi -number voice/pager

auto dialer with integrated Imo

silence sensor temperature,

sensor and power failure port

designed for dal out paging andkx

voice message nofficar

USA Proud

C
or/SS

AUDIO Sentinel'

The Audio Sentinel TM' is a web

based dual channel stereo

silence monitor combined wth

a transparent integrated aucio

switcher. Designed to monitor

two balanced or unbalanced

independent stereo analog

audio sources.

BROADCASTtools
www.broadcasttools.com



0 COLORADO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 4

and bought a Scully 280 two -track, /4" tape recorder,
which I used to carry in a flight case and lug around to
gigs," he says. "It weighed like 90 pounds. I had 14"
reels on it so I could actually record for an hour."

Set up problems
Pappas is technically an independent consultant, though

he often works with KUVO Public Radio and considers it
home base. He first worked with the CSO in 2004, on
a recording of Dianne Reeves playing the CSO.

"The CSO called us a couple years back to do 10
days of Beethoven, so we loaded in May 28 and were
out of here on June 13," explains Pappas. "There were
usually two performances a day, or a rehearsal and a
performance. None of those rehearsals and performances
were the same, so you'd rehearse one thing and they'd
be performing something different that night. I think we
had, at one time, 12 different sets of tape marks on
the hall floor as to where microphone moves were for
specific events. We had to take the stage apart from
the morning rehearsal and then put it back up for the
evening performance."

The Boettcher Auditorium itself is idiosyncratic, with
several problems an engineer has to consider in setting
up a recording.

"The whole hall is in a really weird spot," laughs Pappas.
"Half the audience is behind you and none of the seating
areas are symmetrical. It's hard to find a center line in that

Mike Pappas checks mic placements while
David Day looks on.

KU Las Veas, Nv

Made in the
since 1985!

4

OMNIRAK
The Engineer's Choice

"What happens in Vegas...
doesn't have stay in.

wOls Sprinafiled, IL II

0
'I

We'll make your 'furniture headache*
go away, no matter where you are.

Choose Omnirax for your next project,
and we guarantee you'll become a
customer for life!

Call for our fre.1110
NAB 2010 Booth C1357CD Presentation

h, P. O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FA> 415.332.2607
-- nl r- www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com
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Modular Operation in Op -X allows
for a tiered system at a fraction of
the cost of it's competitors.
Each studio client is capable
of accessing all Audio Server
modules on the network.
Remote voice -tracking allows for
creation of content for remote
studios also running Op -X.
The revolutionary design of
Op -X's clock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
machine using the Op -X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
Engineers will enjoy Op -X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.

A last pared Alton needs a system that can
keep up and is easy to use. Op -X gives us the
to)ls we Reed to deliver the sound Houstonians
hzvt come to exrct from VIBE."

-Leslie Nhittle. Program Director
OBE, /rousted. TX

58663
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DELETE MOVE COP" CL E

MIS

AUTOMATION
SIMPLE  POWERFUL  REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced

to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so excited! It is

with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take a look at the

new Op -X Radio Automation delivery system for any single or multi -

station cluster. Op -X's versatility allows it to operate seamlessly with

either Axia IP-Audio networks or legacy audio consoles.

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc



 COLORADO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

Pappas sets levels before the concert.

room. It has quirks, like players on the right hand of the
stage can't hear players on the left hand of the stage. It's
particularly interesting problems out there, so all that plays
into gear we use and how we get it to work."

Microphone paradise
On a tour of KUVO, Pappas' assistant Will Barnette

NAGRA
Compact and versatile two -channel recorder

The Nagra LB fulfills many recording applications
from wildlife recording, sound effects collecting,
news gathering and even music production work.

 Linear PCM, MP2, MP3 recording
 24 bit / up to 192 kHz sampling
 Pre -record buffer
 Internal flash and removable Compact Flash
 Full audio editing system
 Bluetooth / Ethernet / USB 2.0 file transmission

NAB Booth C1107

For more information:
800-813-1663

www.nagraaudio.com

unlocked the equipment cabinet and revealed
a Neumann lover's paradise, with M150s,
U87s, a U67 and more. For the Yo -Yo Ma
concert, which was held in the Boettcher
Auditorium, Pappas turned to a prototype
Neumann microphone, the KM133D, a digital
microphone. The microphone uses an M50
titanium capsule, which Pappas said is ideal
for many classical opplications.

"It's mounted in a sphere, so at low frequen-
cies the microphone is an omni. As we get
above 1 kHz the microphone develops a
cardioid pattern. Then above 16kHz it's a
hyper-cardioid," explains Papas. "With clas-
sical work, that allows you to be real creative.
Being omni at low frequencies allows us to
integrate some of the room tone. The other
cool thing about omnis is they are extremely
flat in their frequency response. Now, the
Germans won't tell you this, but the capsules
on those digital mics, or the M150s for that

matter, are 3dB down at 2.5Hz. We have lots of low
frequencies, and that's good, because you don't want to
have rolloff that's going to look back anywhere into the
audio passband. You want to keep that as far out of the
audio ba-id as possible, because the minute you have a
rolloff, you have a phase shift. Omnis are cool for that,
hut the problem .vith omnis is they are omnis, so you

For more information

on the new BVR and

other power quality

solutions visit us at

www.superiorelectric.(om

C ltage
_Regulators Solid- ate,

p Regula nology

Complete your
"Power Quality Strategy"

for Digital Solid -State
Transmitter Installation

You know that there is not a ONE BOX solution
to providing power quality protection for your
unmanned facility. And you know that the most
common and significant types of power line
disturbances are short duration changes in voltage
level (Sags/Surges) as well as sustained (High or
Low) voltage level changes. Power anomalies that
your TVSS and UPS were not designed to remedy
on a continuous basis.

Now there is an answer for severe and damaging
voltage fluctuations for all of your Mission Critical
transmitter sites. Don't settle for little or no
Voltage Regulation in your"power suite" strategy
because the solution was to big, too heavy, did
not offer a wide enough input voltage correction
-ange or was too expensive!

^Superior NAB Booth #C1108N. Electric
28 *Ina Lane  Suite 3 farmingron (T 06032 USA

mn, .superiorelectric cam infoOsoperiorelectri«om

Telephone 860 507 2025 fax 860507 2050

(usiomer Serene 860 507 2025 Eat 70782
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Making final settings on the surround encoder

want something with some directivity at high frequencies,
because it allows you to aim the microphones into the
orchestra and use that directivity to help bring out certain
sections of the orchestra.

Pappas used a total of five in front of the stage, using
tape to mark the placement of each microphone to within
a quarter of an inch, since they had to take them down
after each morning rehearsal. The microphones were
placed 10'3" above the stage, aimed slightly down
at a five degree angle. Barnette and Joey Kloss helped
Pappas place the microphones and take them

down each day after rehearsal.
The digital microphones have an NMC

DMI-8 eight -channel control box that feeds
into a Mac running RCS software. The
control box provides phantom power, in
this case 10V at 0.5A, because the mics
have a gain stage, A/D chip and DSP chip
inside the bodies.

A mic named Fritz
From the computer, via the RCS software,

many parameters can be set, including com-
pression and limiting, though Pappas used
neither. The control box also sets the sample
rate, which in this case was 24-bit/44.1 kHz.
The reason for the sample rate is the con-
sole, in this case a Digico DS -00 broadcast
console, which runs at 44.1 kHz.

"We have every imaginable facility on the
console, but we don't use it," laughs Pap-
pas. "Let me qualify that; for big symphony
projects, we don't use any EQ, dynamics
processing, or the eight stereo reverbs. It's a
big level control and router, because we rni
stuff to get it to the broadcast guys."

In addition to the KM133Ds, Pappas used a
stereo dummy head, the KU100, which he and
his team have affectionately nick -named Fritz,
back in the hall hanging from the ceiling 10
meters above the floor to create the surround
rears. Fritz was aimed at the back of the hall,
instead of at the orchestra, to get more of the
room integrated into the surrounds.

"Fritz is an analog box and has stan-
dard (analog) outputs," says Pappas.
"We try to not run analog mic cables
very long. The cabinet right above Fritz
is a Grace 802 unit with a built-in A/D
converter that outputs AES. We feed
that AES signal down 400' of CAT -5
cable. We use CAT -5 because it is very
low capacitance, and capacitance is
the number one killer for AES. You don't
necessarily need it shielded because it's
a balanced signal coming off 7.5-8V
peak to pea <."

Miking Yo -Yo Ma
One big point of contention for Pap-

pas and his -earn had to do with how
to mic Yo -Yo Ma's cello. Pappas wa:. leaning toward a
KM140 figure -8 and cardioid in a mid -side configura-
tion during the rehearsals, so that he could control the
stereo width. Ultimately, Pappas's assistants persuaded
him to use a Neumann U67 and all its tube glory, run-
ning into a Grace 802 unit in the stage rack above the
Digico controller.

Not many engineers are concerned with things like
audiophile -grade cable, but Pappas has 3,000' of
Cardas microphone cable for his setup.

"Finally
a workstaion
that matches
my

creativity

N*

AVLSi. I y,,,, Antitun

www.argosyconsole.corn

-41!
-.41011111,
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11/111011141ARGOSY

DYNAMAX MX SERIES
 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss Itwo Stereo
and two Mono)

 Metering for all 4 Outpu's
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary iiputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels

215-547-2570
wvvw.sandiesusa.com

SANDIES

MX12E

MODEL 343
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* COLORADO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 0

heard a lot of this on classical recordings too, and we
started looking into what was causing it.

"We come to the conclusion that it's not a frequency
response problem or a filtering issue, it's the microphones
running put of current to drive the load, so you get this
insidious slew rate limiting distortion. The amplifiers in
the microphones can't deliver enough current to charge
the capacitance at a high level with high -amplitude
signals. Once we figured that out, it was an epiphany.
We have an Excel spread sheet that allows us to enter
the parameters of a microphone, dial in the cable
specs and how much capacitance it has per foot, and

The Avalon Acoustics speakers placed in
the surround monitoring positions.

"We studied cable capacitance
and a microphone's ability to drive
live cables," says Pappas. "Where
this came into play was with applause
on live recordings. Typically you'd
have 150-200 people and it sounded
great; you get to 1,500-2,000 and
it sounds like crushed pink noise.

SkimmerPlus
Skimming, Logging and

Air Checks with ease.

SkimmerPlus Features
 Creates high -quality and highly

compressed files simultaneously
 Supports multiple professional audio

formats, such as PCM M P2, and MP3
 Supports recording from triggers
 Automatically manage hard drive space
 Up to 24 record decks available
 Individually customizable title bars

and record features for each deck
 Create and save event logs for fully

customizable unattended recording
 Control over record break points for

long-term recording
 Central skimming for multiple -station

clusters

Web Server Features
 Access mic checks from the

Internet with Web Interface
 Emailing of ftp links or audio

files from 1Veb Interface
 Supports user account creation
 Easily browse recordings

with an intuitive web design
 Listening to last week's records K""''^

is just a calendar's click away

www.bsiusa.com

For More Information Call: 1 -888 -BSI -USA -1 - Email: salesg,bsiusa corn
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it calculates the cable length and frequency at which
things start rolling off as well as the slew rate distortion.
Once we got that done, our applause in the rear chan-
nels sounded much better. Low -capacitance cables on
analog microphones are the key."

In addition to high -end cable, Pappas has high -end
equipment for monitoring the mix. He uses five Avalon
Acoustics speakers driven by Jeff Rowland Class D
1,000W amplifiers. The control room in the Boettcher
was filled with tube traps to control echoes.

Mixing
When mixing the show, Pappas had a hard right/left

pan of the outside microphones, and the middle three
were mixed left center/center/right center, with the U67
mixed just left of center. Fritz was used for SR and SL.

Pappas also paired with David Day of Day Sequerra
for the surround encoding equipment. From the DS -00,
the signal was routed into a Day Sequerra NLC5.1ST
for encoding in Neural Surround. The NLC5.1ST helps
control intermodulation distortion without artifacts, so that
it increases time spent listening (TSL).

"The Neural Loudness Processor isn't a multi -band
processor at all; it's a loudness processor," explains Day.
"It speaks to how the ear hears. It's processing is set to
be sensitive to critical bands, ERB's, in your ear. About
600 radio stations and about 2,000 TV stations in the
U.S. are using it right now.

Find the mic
winner

January issue
Congratulations to

POCKET Renee York
REF of KFNN AM, Phoenix, AZ.

Th0.10 J. Glow

Her name was drawn from
the correct entries for the
January issue. She won a

Pocket Ref.

The mic icon was in the
"H" of the word Higher.

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to RadioMogOnline.com

After going through the NLC5.1ST, the feed went
to a Day Sequerra DTS Downmix Surround Encoder,
and then via Telos Zephyr Xstream IISDNI to Colorado
Public Radio.

All the digital units were clockec via an external
Rosendahl word clock using BNC coax connectors.
The Rosendahl clocked the Grace 802 units, the Day
Sequerra units and the NMC DMI-8.

"What we've found is that jitter is -he defining factor
in digital audio quality," says Pappas. "Especially once
you start getting into the A/D conversion process, if you
have a lot of jitter going on at that point, there's nothing
that fixes that late-. You're stuck. Early on we figured that
out, and decided we wouldn't buy anything that had
anything greater than 500 picoseconds of jitter in the
audio passband. Most of the stuff we have now runs in
the 100 range."

In addition to broadcasting, Pappas and his team
recorded the concert in both PCM, via Logic on a Mac,
and in Direct Stream Digital IDSD). The DS -00 sent one
stream to an EMM Labs Digital -to -Analog converter, then
to a Genex 9048 for DSD recording.

Horgan is a freelance writer based in Denver

GALLERY

Your Low Cost Solution for Monitoring
Audio and EAS Receivers

EAS Received' 2 1912009 7, -25-12 AM

(Studio Hemkipublic@TheEtudioHawk.com
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A ...cost tote ton or la sysze. ha. .
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...pie." IS.. 1111.o.
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+ Monitors 8 status channels,
8 analog channels and 8 relays

+ Expandable to 24 channels
+ Emails or text messages of alarms

FREE demo at www.TheStudioHawk.com
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TWO CUTTING EDGE TWINS
TO HANDLE YOUR FM MONITORING NEEDS IN THE 215T CENTURY

NOWN AND TRUST .*  .0 -* YEARSa 9 . *
The Award Winning, Acclaimed

FMH13-1
Power Increase Ready with "New" User Adjustable Mask

Direct A/D Undersampling of the FM Carrier
 Digital FM Carrier Demodulation
 Frequency Agile Antenna And High True Level Inputs
 RF Spectrum Analysis With FFT Power Band Calculations
 Metering Of Analog Total, Pilot, L, R, L*12, And L -R
 Metering of HD L/R/L.R/L-R Audio

Time Alignment Cross Correlations Analysis
I 16384 Samples, ± 375 ms

 HD Control and Status Information
 HD SIS And PAD Data
 BER (bit error rate) Measurements
 RJ-45 Ethernet Interface with Remote PC Software

SELQR
411 linen accwary co,. ' ;:, , couurt on Belar'

New FM Solution
FMCS -11

Now shipping - Available in two configurations

n00 ma l

. rEL ntlE:

 Direct Sampling of FM RF Carrier
 Frequency Agile RF Input
 AM & Sync AM Noise Measurements
 Variable BW Digital IF Filtering
 Digital FM Demodulation with 100 dB 75 Ns SNR
 Variable BW Composite Filtering
 Digital Stereo Demodulation with 100 dB L/R Separations

Full Metering or Analog Peak and RMS Values
 RDS Injection/Phase and Full Data Decoding
 Two Digital SCA Decoders
 RF, Composite and Audio FFT Spectrum Analysis
 RJ-45 Ethernet Interface with Remote PC Software

Belar Electronics Laboratory Inc.
Devon PA USA 610-687-5550 - sales(a belar.com - wvvii..belar.com

D'M,
Systems

Shipping NOW!
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8M-35
Stereo Rack Monitor

NM -250 MKII

neer .

AS -428
Audio Switcher

SA -240
Studio Power Amp

See your dealer or call TOLL FREE: 1-800-387-6141
Visit: www.torpeytime.com for our complete line of clocks & timers

1 KW

2 KW
2 KW
3.5+1.5KW
5 KW
10 KW
14+5 KW
20 KW
35 KW

b KW
5 KW
5 KW

Jranscom
orporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

116E7.1TRANtr_AMEAS
2009 Crown FM1000E (demo), solid state
2001 BE FM2-C, solid state
2005 Harris Z2, solid-state
2005 BE FMi402, FM & HD solid state
2005 BE FM5, solid state
1995 Harris HT10
2005 BE Fmi1405 (INC) HD. solid stab
2005 BE FM20S, solid state
1986 BE FM35A

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1982 Harris MW5A
1987 Harris MW5B
1987 Harris SX5A, solid state

EXCITERS NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
Used Harris 2nd Generation Digit Exciter Visit our website for the latest sales
Used BE Fxi-250 FM & HD Exciter Special Discount Pricing On:
Used BE Fsi10. HD Generator VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 101(V4'

TV STL

Please visit our web site, www.fmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361
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#44
Throwing it away isn't an option.

Our competitioncompetition may have led you to believe that
you know them, or that you can trust them. But
the plain tnJth is that they just want your cash,
and lots of it!

In a time when cath is scarce, a better concept
in sales, perhaps a more progressive one, is to
work for a smaller profit and pass the savings
along to the custaner.

Realize the savincs you can put in your pocket.

Call, click, or stop by Progressive Concepts today!

THE BEST N BROF DCAST ELECTRONICS SINGE 1990

pprogressive concepts
:105 South Bartlett Road  Sheamwood. IL 6010,

www.progressive-concepts.com
(630) 736-9822

REmote Control Power!

Slcon-8 - Web & Dial -up Remote Control
The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal Web
server, via telephone, auto -answering cell phone or our free softwa-e.
Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software that also includes
scripting, e-mail alerts, multi -site management, virtual metering 8. more!

111.1111 Includes
k Action

ims.4.8gaig Sequences!

DT -P32 - Multi Purpose Dial -up Conti -
An inexpensive dial -up remote control with amazing capabilities! Gives
you DTMF access to 4. programmable relays that respond to any DTMF
tone or sequence. Serial data outputs in your. user -defined. format for
interfacing to virtually any piece of hardware. Accepts ASCII input from

its serial port to generate tones. Includes free setup & control software.

Silenc Sentinal - Silence Monitor w/Web
Silence Sentinal ushers in a new era of analog audio monitoring. Monitor
your audio from any Web browser. When silence is detected. it cam
perform user -programmed, automated, sequences of actions & car, also
respond to user control via the network or via external status inputs.

Get info on these & other great remote
control products at www.circuitwerkes.com

(NA

MOORETRONIX
11411)41. 4T 11F(1111,1,

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for ycur confidence aid equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.

Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Eac9 module comes with connectors. pins and

instructions. Optional monting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM
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Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800-73T2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
Email:

rfp@rfparts.com

RE

a967

RE PARTS'
COMPANY

GET ON-THE-OIR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!

V 50W RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance, Make vow
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

..___

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
temporary locations, rapid deploy

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box" from Ramsey,

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, LLC
590 Fishers Statan Drive, VIctor, NY 14564
800.446.2295  585-924-4560
milmitramseybroadcast.coin

BluePack"
JK Audio

See the rest
of the story at

www.jkaudio.com

See us at

NAB Booth C2010

JK Audio
PHASETEK, INC.

PHASETEK'S manufacturing facility and
components expertise are available to de-

sign and fabricate any type of inductor or
special R.F. component.

Our experienced staff of engineers and
production personnel are dedicated to

provide the broadcast industry the highest

quality custom designed phasing equip-
ment.

1

1-1

14 I
'ill

CUSTOM PHASOR INSTALLATION

RADIO STATION INXYT, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
9 TOWER, SO KW DA 2 PHASOR SYSTEM

PHASETEK, INC.
550 CALIFORNIA RD. UNIT 11

QUAKERTOWN PA 18951
PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-718(

T01,1 .-FREE: 800-742-7383

NAGRA LB
Compact and versatile
two -channel recorder

The Nagra LB fulfills many recording
applications from wildlife recording,

sound effects collecting, news gathering
and even music production work.

 Linear PCM, MP2, MP3 recording
 24 bit/ up to 192 kHz sampling
 Pre -record buffer
 Internal flash and removable

Compact Flash
 Full audio editing system
 Bluetooth / Ethernet / USB 2.0

MB Booth
C1107

For more informatIon:
800-813-1663  www.nagraaudio.com

PERFECT
INEXPENSIVE
STL SOLUTION:

Comrex BRIC-Link
plus

ISM Band
5.x GHz

IP Radios

Use with BRIO -Link's linear and FLAC

modes for full bandwidth audio with minimal
delay. Easy to set up. Low operating cost.

BRIC
OA AO !BMW
%16/11111111LISA

www.comrex.corn
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Consulting Professional Engineers

 Expert Witness Testimony

 FCC Applications

 Frequency Searches

 Co -location Studies

 Coverage Modeling & Maps

 Interference Analysis Studies

 RF Exposure Studies & Reports

 Custom Map Preparation

Call us now

to discuss your

project needs.

352.367-1725

langineers, Inc.
alex@rfengineers.com

Leading the
HD Radio

Revolution!

FM Antennas

Combiners
Filters

HD Radio

Shively Labs
www.shively.com
sales@shively.com

888-SHNELY Fax (207)647-8273

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

I .,ngley-Rice in 1-kwin,i Using Terrain.31)."

,sional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM, ITU-R P 1546-1.
PTP, FCC and others with Probe

...Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommander"

4 Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 21M

STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DTm

The leader in broadcast
engtneenng consufting

solware

www v -soft corn 800 743-3684

BROADCAST
MAGNETICS
 New, Rebuilt, Retrofit
 Plate, Filament
 Transformers
 DC, AC Chokes

 1Ph, 3Ph, Toroidal

ms
Magnetic Specialties, Inc.

192 Keystone Drive
Telford, PA 18969

Phone: 267-384-5231

Fax: 267-384-5236

Email: info©magspecinc.com

www.magspecinc.com

The P: ''ect Trio for
Studio Control

1- The Stu* 'Sieve' &diary Relay Pack
The Studio Slave is an economical solution for studio control

lunches at about one-half the price of competing products.

featuring 8 form C contacts for switching

'-...:-.0'..- ."' p functions ranging from low level audio

"*- up to 2 amps of AC or DC. Momentary,\ latching positive DC and logic low input

control. Steady state and flashing Solid State

Relay driver voltages, variable delay and more

2 The Studio Solid Me Relay Pack
A swishing interface that can switch up to 5 amos of 120 VAC

for powering'ON AIR" or "RECORDING"

signs, floods, or any other incandescent

light alerting indicators. It may be driven

direct), from the DME Studio 'SLAVE',

1410 ,)R0 2' or any other 5-30VDC input

3- Tne Pre & Ilk Pro 2' Microphone
ON -OFF Contmlets

The Mc Pro is a lighted switching interface for the Studio Slave

, and other competitive products. The Mic Pro 1 is

kis designed for microphone control of low cost

a stand alone microphone ON -OFF controller and

mixing boards with "Insert' jacks.

For details on these and other innovative products
for the broadcaster please visit us on the web at:

www.dmengineefing.com

En

2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93010
805-987-7881 800-249-0487

WNW michaelpatton.com

Michael Patton
& Associates

Radio Engineering Contractors

AM/AM DA/FM site design - build
AM Phasor design - build - install
AM Diplexer design - build - install
AM/FM site rebuilds & upgrades
CLstom AM DA/FM site controllers
Stidio design - build. digital/analog

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

225-752-4189
Licensed-Certified-Insured
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

RADIO BROADCAST TECHNICIAN

Maintenance (BBG-10-005)
LOCATION: Washington. DC

The Voice of America is seeking a full-time
Radio Broadcast Maintenance Technician
(RBT) to join our Radio Maintenance Ser-
vice team in supporting radio broadcast
facilities and other multi -media systems
at VOA Headquarters in Washington. D. C.

MAJOR DUTIES:

 Troubleshoot, diagnose, repair, and
perform preventative maintenance on all
technical equipment in studio and pro-
duction facilities. including portable audio
and video multi -media devices.

Install, construct, and provide design
assistance, for new broadcast engi-
neering projects or to upgrade existing
broadcast systems and equipment.
 Prepare and process equipment and
materials, and evaluate relevant equip-
ment and tools for Radio Maintenance
Service use.
 Preparation and timely delivery of
required status information and reports
including complete maintenance and
operation logs, and documents.

QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED:

Applicants must have technical experi-
ence in professional radio, television.
and/or multi -media systems that clearly
demonstrates the ability to troubleshoot
and repair broadcast related equipment,
including portable audio and video multi-
media devices. The experience must have
been progressively responsible and must
clearly demonstrate the applicant's com-
petence in troubleshooting and maintain-
ing a diverse range of broadcast related
equipment manufactured by a wide range
of vendors in the broadcast industry.

Details about this position and how to
apply can be found at:

http://jobview.usajobs.gov/GetJob.
aspx?JobID=85469772

You can mail or hand deliver your
application materials to the address

below:
International Broadcasting Bureau

ATTN Office of Personnel

330 Independence Ave.. SW, Rm. 1543

Washington, DC 20237

If you have questions regarding this posi-
tion (Radio Broadcast Technician - Main-
tenance announcement (BBG-10-005)
please contact: Leslie Brown at

(202) 382-7500.

FOR SALE

7h

Acoustics First
. 888.765-2900
Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate Noise TM
ttp://www.acousticsfirst.com

Running to the site?

Time to Remote the site I

Stackley Devices. LLC

6091 647-9677

www.remote-outlet.com
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University before coming to the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas. As an affiliate faculty
member in the Hank Greenspun School
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teaches classes centered on various aspects
of radio broadcasting. Prior to his academic
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Broadcast Tools 57 360-854-9559 www.broadcasttools.com

Burli Software 30 604-684-3140 www.burli.com

Circuitwerkes 65 352-335-6555 www.circuitwerkes.com

Coaxial Dynamics 39 440-243-' 100 www.cooxial.com

Comrex 8-9, 66 800-237-1776 www.comrex.com

Continental Electronics 45 800-733-5011 www.contelec.com

Crane Song Limited 27 715-398-3627 www.cranesong.com

Digital Alert Systems 31 585-765-1155 www.digitalalertsystem.com

Dixon Systems 64 800-387-6141 www.dixonsystems.com

DM Engineering 67 800-249-0487 www.dmengineering.com

Enco 1, 22 800-ENCO-SYS www.enco.com

ESE 50 310-322-2136 www.ese-web.com

Eventide 15 201-641-'200 www.eventide.com

Graham Studios 23 866-481-6696 www.graham-studios.com

iMediaTouch 3 888-665-0501 www.imediatouch.com

Inovonics 17 800-733-0552 www.inovon.com

Jampro 52 916-383-1177 www.jampro.com

JK Audio 13, 66 800-552-8346 www.jkaudio.com

Kay Industries 37 800-348-5257 www.kayind.com

Kintronic Labs 11 423-878-3141 www.kintronic.com

Larcan 34 303-665-8000 www.larcan.com

Magnetic Specialties 67 267-384-5231 www.magspecinc.com

Michael Patton & Associates 67 225-752-4189 www.michaelpatton.com

Mooretronix 65 800-300-0733 www.mooretronix.com

Myot 18 201-767-5380 www.myot.com

NAB 25 202-429-5336 www.nab.org

Nagra 60, 66 800-813-1663 www.nagroaudio.com

Nautel Electronics 24 902-823-2233 www.noutel.com

OMB America 43 305-477-0973 www.omb.com

Omnirax 55, 58 800-332-3393 www.omnirax.com

Paravel Systems 33 877-447-2728 www.paravelsystems.com

Phasetek 66 800-742-7383 www.phasetekinc.com

Progressive Concepts 65 630-736-9822 www.progressive-concepts.com

Pulsecom 44 800-381-1997 www.pulse.com

Radio Design Labs 51 217-352-3498 www.rdlnet.com

Ramsey Electronics 66 585-924-4886 www.ramseybroodcast.com

RCS Media Monitors 6-7 800-ENCO-SYS www.enco.com

RF Engineers 67 352-367-1725 www.rfengineers.com

RF Party 66 800-737-2787 www.rfparts.com

RF Specialties 47 816-628-5959 www.rfspec.com

RVR USA 54 305-471-9091 WVVW. MUSO . COM

Soge Alerting Systems 32 914-872-4069 wwvv.sagealertingsystems.com

Sandies USA 61 215-547-2570 www.sandiesusa.com

SCMS, Inc 35 800-438-6040 www.scmsinc.com

Shively Labs 29, 67 888-SHIVELY www.shively.com

Superior Electric 60 860-507-2025 www.superiorelectic.com

Telos Systems 55 216-241-7225 www.telos-systems.com

The Studio Hawk 63 662-324-2769 www.thestudiohawk.com

TieLine Technology 5 800-950-0750 www.tieline.com

Transcom Corporation 64 800-441-8545. www.fmamtv.com

V -Soft Communications 67 800-743-3684 www.v-soft.com

Wheatstone 2, 72 252-638-7000. www.wheatstone.com

Yellowtec 36, 46 +49-2173-967-315 www.yellowtec.com

This index is o service to readers Every effort is mode to ensure accuracy. but Radio magazine cannot assume
responsibility for errors or omissions.
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SIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

www.RadioVagOnline.com

Do you remember? The movie "Accidental Husband" was released
in February 2008, starring Uma Thurman as a
radio talk show host. Dan Braverman and Gerrett
Conover of Radio Systems both did technical on -set
work for the film. Once again, can you identify
any of the equipment? Comment on this article at
rad iomagonli ne .com

Sample and Hold
FCC Measures Cell Phone Activity

As part of its survey, titled "Broadband Adoption and Use in America," the Federal
Communications Commission found that downloading or streaming music or video
via cell phone appealed to only 17 percent of adults on average. The largest interest
came from 18 -29 -year -olds, who show a 32 percent interest in this activity. There
is hope: With our society's growing interest in mobility and the ever-increasing
combination of mobile media devices, these
numbers are bound to boost.

Cell Phone Activi

Percent with a cell phone

Percent as a share of those
with cell phone send or
receive test messages
Send or receive pictures
Send or receive e-mail
Send or receive
Instant Messages
Access Web pages
Get a map or directions
to another location
Download an application
to cell phone
Download or stream
music or video

All adults Age 18-29 Age 30-49 Age 50-64 Age 65+

94

52

26

28

28

27

20

17

94

77

40

42

48

44

93 86 66

79 51 15

61 38 14

30 17 5

35 20 8

32 15 5

30 16 8

36

32
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Source: Federal Communications Commission survey of 5,005 adult Americans, October -November 2009.
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NEW full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS

other members of the ARC family...

51,599

Intro Sale

'799

8 channels

Stereo Program cutout

2 mic, 4 stereo line, PC, Phone in

USG interface for play B record from a PC

Mix -minus in -out for an external Telephone Hybrid

BOTH balanced and unbalanced inputs and outputs for flexibility

...what more need be said ?

S3,495
ARC -158P

S5,495
MARC-15-12

www.arrakis-systems.com 9 70.4 61.0 7 3 0



49 backups with failover in the event
failure. Cisco Stackwise technology provides
redundancy in the central core TOC switch.
A VVheatNet-IP/E-Series console studio
complex can stand alone, even if the
TOC goes down, with backup analog or
digital program audio feeding a back end
router independent of the core Gigabit

4. Modular is better. Why would you
*ant to wr-nult le your switch, mix engine
and VO into one box? Beats us. With
WheatNet-IP, you install only what you need,
where you need it. We believe in
rnt 1prCp!linq

5. Manufacturing quality is very
important. . rye

record in the business for
buiid-quaiity, reliability and intelligent
functionality. With far more up -and -running
installations than anyone else, this is
where we really shine. An investment in
WheatNet-IP and E -Series control surfaces
today will reward you with a future -proof,
failsafe networking/control environment that's
infinitely updatahle and in for the long run.

FINALLY,,,,FAILSAFE NETWORKED AMR
WHEATSTONE EINES 6 WHEATNET-IP ARE YOUR BEST CHOICE BY A LONG SHOL

When it comes to networking your facilities,
there's only one best choice. Wheatstone.
For years, we've been the network/control
surface choice of top broadcasters.
And with good reason - we care.

Wheatstone's Audio-Over-IP product is the

1. WheatNet-IP is easiest for a
station to implement and configure.
It is, . ;

No need for Wheatstone to provide factory
on -site assistance unless you really WANT
us there. The manual and app notes will
have you up, running and stable in less

2. WheatNet-IP is a natural for large
facility multi -station networking (and for
smaller facilities too!). .

3 switches to
u ,nay u r j_,L1,..ket, see which ports
are requesting that packet, and send it only
to those ports. Traffic control is maintained
and system bandwidth is optimized.

3. Redundancy is critical. A typical
WheatNet-IP installation has multiple
levels of redundancy. Each BLADE holds the
complete map of the entire system within its
onboard memory - we call it distributed
intelligence -a system with 50 BLADEs has

6. WheatNet-IP has an advantage.
nent.
oecause

we are always there, always innovating.
Built into every WheatNet-IP BLADE are
features others just didn't think of - handy
utility mixers, silence detection, crosspoint
routing control, headphone monitoring
of any source, lots of logic GPIO, and
comprehensive metering of audio VO, not
just signal -presence indicators. And, in the
hugely unlikely event that a BLADE needs to
be replaced, you just plug in a new one and

P' That's it.

7. Wheatstone is local. VVheatNet-IP
ar to tt re h -Series, just like ALL Wheatstone
products, are designed, engineered and built
from start to finish in our New Bem NC USA
facility. Everyone who works on our products
is 100% knowledgeable and immediately
available. You can relax - like the famous
insurance company, you actually ARE in
good hands.

With WheatNet-IP, we think we've done our
homework. In fact, we know we have. And
we're happy to say that we've got the best
product on the market. To learn more, and
there's a LOT more, get us on the phone or
visit us on the web. We'll be happy to meet
with you and get you everything you need.

- -=-= -=13/
- -17
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Vr) Audio Networking-Simply Evolved
phone 1.252.638-7000 I www.wt)eatstone.com I salesawbeatstone.com




